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Background                      
What a company wants to communicate is today more correlated to their core values and within 
storytelling it is no exception. Storytelling is the art of using a story in focus in televised 
commercials and the products are used in the peripheral. Storytelling in televised commercials 
can create positive association and experience towards the brand and therefore increase the 
value. A pre-study was done to find suitable brands to continue the study with. The selected 
brands were Volvo Cars, IKEA and H&M since they were seen to be using storytelling and 
were high-valued brands in the Swedish product-oriented segment.  

Purpose            
The purpose of this thesis is to examine brand identity through storytelling. This is exemplified 
by Swedish product-oriented companies. More specific, to investigate the coherence with 
consumers’ brand image and existing gaps. The companies that will be covered in this study 
are Volvo Cars and IKEA, whereas H&M did not meet the requirements for further analysis in 
this thesis.  

Method               
To conduct this study, a qualitative research method was adapted. The research was done with 
a philosophical mindset of interpretivism with an inductive research approach. The data for the 
empirical chapter was collected by a qualitative multi-method where the first set of primary 
data came from a content analysis of commercials. The second set of data came from semi-
structured interviews. The sampled respondents were chosen to match the companies’ target 
segments. It was handled as a multiple case-study where each company was their own case. 
The data was later analyzed through the Brand Identity Prism and its six facets for both the 
companies’ brand identity and consumers brand image. 

Results and Conclusion           
The results in this thesis showed that the brand identity of the analyzed companies using 
storytelling were overall coherent with the brand image consumers had of them. Some gaps 
occurred for the brands, however not within the same facets of the Brand Identity Prism. Due 
to this no general conclusion could be drawn specifically for Swedish product-oriented 
companies. Overall, the researchers concluded that the use of storytelling could both develop 
and reduce gaps, depending on how it is done. Developing storytelling based on a clear brand 
persona and the core values of the specific brand would help companies to reduce gaps. 

Practical Implications                       
This thesis is providing useful information to managers and business leaders by showing how 
they can compare and analyze the coherence of brand identity and brand image when using 
storytelling as a branding strategy. Furthermore, the researchers give insights for how to 
manage and reduce gaps between brand identity and brand image. 
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1. Introduction 
In this chapter a written theoretical background to the topics of branding, marketing and 

storytelling will be presented. It is done to give the reader an introduction to the companies 

being analyzed. The company background consists of a description of the three companies 

chosen and their respective industry in Sweden. It gives a discussion regarding the chosen 

topic that clarifies the research. Furthermore, the purpose and research questions of this thesis 

will picture what the researchers want to answer within the specific research topic. 

1.1 Background    
According to Ray (2016), branding goods and belongings with specific signs or signatures have 
been practiced widely by people throughout history as to show ownership and identity. Fog, 
Budtz and Yakaboylu (2005) mention that among our ancestors, the identity of tribes was 
shaped through stories surrounding myths and legends about gods and predecessors which were 
passed along the generations, creating both values and boundaries. Similarities of this could be 
drawn to modern corporate culture where stories about heroes and enemies, good points and 
bad, create values and strategies within the organisation which reflect the image consumers 
have of the company (Fog et al., 2005). The concept of storytelling could be quite abstract, 
having several different meanings depending on who you ask. However, Fog et al. (2005) 
describe a story as something that everyone can understand, and which at the same time speaks 
to our emotions. Doyle (2016) further describes storytelling as a technique to enhance a brand, 
its origin and the emotional connection to the target audience. 

Lane Keller and Lehmann (2006) state that brands have various valuable functions for firms, 
one of which is to differentiate themselves for consumers who are targets for an abundance of 
different products and services. According to Ueltschy and Laroche (2004), solely a quality 
product or service is not enough for organizations to stand out from competitors, intangible 
messages such as the brand itself are of importance as well. Hence, companies are required to 
implement a strong brand and marketing strategy to be able to be competitive in relevant market 
landscapes (Ueltschy & Laroche, 2004). According to Kapferer (2012) a brand is something 
that is used to portray the company, but at the same time insulate the company itself. A brand 
is the way a company pictures its core values and build consumers perception. The benefit of 
having a strong brand is that it brings value to the company and can influence the marketplace 
in regards of brand awareness. To have a strong brand in the marketplace is seen as a financial 
benefit as well. This is because a strong brand not only minimizes risk for the company, but 
also for the consumer as it creates knowledge and trust towards the company (Kapferer, 2012).  
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The message companies need to communicate is becoming more connected to the core of the 
company with values and emotions (Martinus & Chaniago, 2017). It becomes more important 
to integrate the products in the intended story in commercials to avoid interruption, and instead 
create a feeling connected to the company’s core values to attract consumers (Young, 2017). 
Furthermore, companies want to seek the optimal point in the eyes of the consumer, which is 
when the intended identity of the brand is coherent with the image that consumers have of the 
brand (Fog et al., 2005). 

According to Lundqvist, Liljander, Gummerus and van Riel (2012), companies will experience 
a higher brand value in the eyes of the consumers when using a well-crafted story in their 
marketing strategies. Using storytelling in campaigns help consumers to build an association 
to the brand which creates expectations of higher value for its products. It also enables the 
consumers to associate on a more genuine level with the brand and thus create a stronger 
connection. Consumers who are exposed to a company’s storytelling that is used in marketing 
are more likely to have developed a more positive attitude towards the brand (Lundqvist et al., 
2012). All aspects with creating a connection, feeling an association, seeing genuine values 
and the positive attitudes make consumers value a brand higher than others who might not have 
used the same marketing strategy. This can drive consumers to have a higher degree of 
willingness to pay for the brand’s products (Lundqvist et al., 2012). Furthermore, having a 
clear brand personality when using storytelling helps the company to connect better with their 
audience, and thereby strengthening the brand (Herskovitz & Malcolm, 2010). 

It was found that Volvo Cars Group, Ingvar-Kamprad-Elmtaryd-Agunnaryd and Hennes & 
Mauritz were frequent users of storytelling as a marketing strategy when branding according 
to the researchers’ pre-study criterions that were set up. The researchers therefore found them 
suitable to analyze further in this thesis. Volvo Cars Group, further in this thesis referred to as 
Volvo Cars, had for example a commercial focusing on a story about the Swedish football 
player Zlatan Ibrahimovic rather than focusing on the Volvo car itself a few years ago (Volvo 
Cars Sverige, 2014). Ingvar-Kamprad-Elmtaryd-Agunnaryd will further be referred to as 
IKEA, and Hennes & Mauritz will be referred to as H&M. According to Brand Finance (2018) 
the three companies were all listed in the top six in Sweden regarding brand value in 2018. The 
other three companies ranked within the top six were Nordea, Ericsson and Telia (Brand 
Finance, 2018). From the pre-study the researchers found a lack of storytelling among the latter 
mentioned companies, which the researchers see as service-oriented companies, while Volvo 
Cars, IKEA and H&M are viewed as more product-oriented brands. Product-oriented in this 
case refers to that the companies’ attentions are aimed at the products they make or supply 
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rather than services (BusinessDictionary, n.d). Combining the pre-study criterions with the 
orientation of the brands, the researchers decided to analyze the branding through storytelling 
of Volvo Cars, IKEA and H&M further. 

1.2 Company Background  
Volvo Cars  
According to Business Sweden (n.d.) the Swedish automotive industry has a rich history with 
success when it comes to manufacturing, innovation and testing. The Swedish automobile 
industry employs over 140 000 workers directly and is one of the world leaders when it comes 
to safety aspects in the final products. Sweden also has a high supply of green and reliable 
energy, which together with available sites to produce enables the industry to be one of the 
market leaders regarding battery production for cars (Business Sweden, n.d.). The industry 
makes up about 12% of the total export in Sweden which adds up to 180 billion Swedish 
Crowns (further mentioned as SEK), where the three leading companies are Scania, Volvo 
Trucks and Volvo Cars (FKG, n-d).  

Volvo Cars delivered their first car already in 1927 and have been along for major changes in 
the automotive industry when it comes to safety (Volvo Cars, n.d-a). They were a part of the 
modern seatbelt, the modern side impact protection system and pedestrian detection system. 
They also state on their website that today, that they are a well-known and respected premium 
car manufacturer that are thinking of the future regarding electric, autonomous and connected 
cars (Volvo Cars, n.d-a). The mission of Volvo Cars (n.d-b) is about the people, that everything 
starts with the people. Volvo Cars want to make people’s lives easier, safer and better, which 
they call the Volvo Way (Volvo Cars, n.d-b). Volvo Cars have been around for a long time and 
have always been viewed as a safe family car (Volvo Cars, n.d-a). They want to follow the 
current trends in the automotive industry but at the same time consider their key aspects as 
well. Volvo Cars aim to be leading within safety technologies, electrification and autonomous 
cars for the future. The company is aiming to have up to 50% of sales originating from electric 
cars by the time of the next decade as a way of showing responsibility regarding sustainability. 
The car manufacturer states that they are caring for people and the planet in the long-term, and 
at the same time strive to produce premium-level vehicles. Volvo Cars are re-thinking 
regarding sustainability and have it in consideration in every decision they make (Volvo Cars, 
n.d-a). In an interview with the news channel CNBC, the Chief Marketing Officer of Volvo 
Cars claimed that the company is trying to move the perception of the brand from only 
concerning about safety, to more of a premium brand as well (Handley, 2018). This attempt to 
rebrand the brand identity might lead to difficulties, since it is an established brand, and most 
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consumers might already have a relationship and a certain perception of the brand. According 
to Kapferer (2012) it takes time for companies to rebrand, since consumers brand image are 
usually affected by early encounters with companies (Kapferer, 2012). 

Already in 2011 Volvo Cars (2011) announced in a press release a new marketing strategy 
involving one key word; “Human”. A key actor at Volvo Cars at the time said that the key word 
summarized their new approach. Volvo Cars changed the approach to understanding the 
people, giving them a luxury experience and to be more human-oriented. While focusing on 
these things, still deliver safe and dependable cars linked to their heritage.  The key actor also 
claimed that they were the most human-centric car brand in the industry at that time and that 
they need to communicate this to their consumers (Volvo Cars, 2011). Volvo Cars launched a 
commercial called “Moments” which focused on that “cars were produced to race not the city 
streets” to connect to a new vision of that nobody would be killed or seriously injured in or by 
a Volvo car by 2020 (Hobbs, 2016). In connection to the campaign the former Vice President 
of Global Marketing at Volvo Cars said that Volvo Cars want a strong social message. Instead 
of doing as their competitors and mostly use celebrities in marketing, Volvo wanted to show 
that they stand for something important. Furthermore, the Vice President also mentioned that 
this was not possible a few years ago but that they are now confident enough in their marketing 
to make these bold statements (Hobbs, 2016).   

IKEA 
Sweden is a country that is rich with natural resources such as wood, which is one of the reasons 
why the Swedish furniture industry has been able to flourish during a long period of time 
(Brege, Milewski & Berglund, 2001). According to TMF (2019), the total retail sales of 
furniture increased by 1,6% to 38 billion SEK in 2018 compared to the year before. Exports 
made up for approximately 17 billion SEK, while imports contributed with 19 billion SEK to 
the total retail sales. The industry employs around 31 000 people in Sweden (TMF, 2019). 
According to a report by Centre of Industrial Studies (CSIL) Sweden is leading within the 
furniture industry regarding research, design, and innovation in EU. Firms such as IKEA, 
Nobia and Lammhults are the leading actors in Sweden (TMF, 2018). 

IKEA were founded in 1943 in Sweden by Ingvar Kamprad at the age of 17 (IKEA, n.d-c). 
They were founded in Älmhult, which is located in the southern part of Sweden far away from 
any larger cities. To reach a larger population, Kamprad started to distribute catalogues to 
larger cities. In 1956 he started to ship the furniture unassembled in boxes to larger cities after 
they had experienced several damages to the products due to the shipping (IKEA, n.d-c). 
According to IKEA’s official home page (n.d-a), the company had grown to 355 stores in 29 
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different countries around the world after the fiscal year of 2017. At that time, the company 
employed around 150 000 people in these stores and at other sites such as distribution and 
shopping centers (IKEA, n.d-a). IKEA’s vision is “to create a better everyday life for the many 
people”, which can be seen through their concept of offering quality products at affordable 
prices (IKEA, n.d-b). In an interview, a key actor of IKEA said that the goal of IKEA is to be 
“the leader of life at home” (Lee Yohn, 2015). 

As part of IKEA’s branding strategy, they visit people’s homes and observe to understand the 
need of individuals situation. This to get a deeper understanding of the needs in people’s 
everyday life and how to design and make innovative furniture to make their lives easier (Lee 
Yohn, 2015). Thambert (2016) states that IKEA’s previous commercials did not really have a 
theme to follow but IKEA decided in 2016 to bring a larger focus in bringing the commercials 
together. The commercials are now connected to Ingvar Kamprad's original vision “A better 
everyday life for the many people” by showing how IKEA play a part in people's lives. Kjell 
Månsson who is a project manager at Åkestam Holst, a campaign partner to IKEA, says that 
instead of prioritising specific rooms like the kitchen or the bedroom they have seen a surge to 
sell IKEA as a whole concept (Thambert, 2016). However, IKEA’s Chief Marketing Officer 
(CMO) Patrik Nygren-Bonnier mentioned in a recent interview with Törner (2017) that the 
company’s marketing strategy would have the living room as a focal point during the upcoming 
periods. Campaigns such as “Allt du vill veta om livet i vardagsrummet” and “Där livet händer” 
are both focusing on everyday situations, where the former of the two campaigns circulates 
around peculiar and embarrassing moments which people would rather not talk open about 
(Törner, 2017). With the commercial campaign “Där livet händer” they want to leave the 
traditional way of picturing commercials and go deeper into lives and tell a story, either in good 
or bad moments, says the copywriter Mark Ardelius at Åkestam Holst (Thambert, 2016). The 
“Där livet händer” campaign is focusing more on unexpected but relatable events in people’s 
everyday life (Törner, 2017). As stated by Thambert (2016), IKEA want an authentic 
environment in their commercials that can be linked to real life situations and how IKEA are a 
part of them. The idea of this is to affect people in a deeper manner, reflecting life in different 
situations. This is to be able to have a consistent message to communicate (Thambert, 2016).  

H&M 
According to SvD (2018) the total sales within the Swedish fashion industry amounted to 326 
billion SEK in 2017, which was an increase by 4,6% compared to the previous year. H&M was 
accounted for 61% of the total sales in the industry (SvD, 2018). According to Swedish Fashion 
Council (n.d), both the local market and exports increased with 2,1% and 5,8% respectively in 
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2017. In the last seven years the fashion industry in Sweden has grown by 60% and the exports 
has grown by a total of 90% (Swedish Fashion Council, n.d).  

H&M was first started in 1947 with a single woman clothing store in Västerås, Sweden (H&M 
Official Homepage, n.d-b). Today H&M have a total of more than 4 900 stores in 71 different 
local markets and have nine different brands within the company. H&M totally employs 177 
000 people all over the world in different departments and had a net sale of 210 billion SEK in 
2018 (H&M Official Homepage, n.d-b).  

H&M (n.d-a) claim that they are a sustainable fashion company that wants to create fashion for 
generations to come. The company also wants “to create a truly sustainable fashion industry 
that is good for people, communities and the planet”. H&M want to use their size and scale to 
rework the fashion industry for the better, and at the same time be a fair and equal company 
(H&M, n.d-a). Rågsjö Thorell (2017) states that H&M had yearly collaborations with the 
German designer Karl Lagerfeld from 2004 up until 2016. That year H&M chose the well-
known designer KENZO instead for a more global coverage. In 2017 the choice of 
collaboration instead landed on a designer from London, Erdem (Rågsjö Thorell, 2017). The 
fashion brand has collaborated with several other influential persons during the years when 
promoting designer collections. In 2017 they collaborated with the Swedish singer Zara 
Larsson (Törner, 2018). 

1.3 Problem Discussion  
Storytelling may serve as a marketing tool that ties together eventual gaps between companies’ 
brand identity and consumers’ brand image. The problem in focus regards storytelling in 
commercials connecting the brand identity of the company with consumers’ brand image.  This 
problem is relevant to the study as there are gaps both in research and practice related to the 
brand identity and the consumers’ brand image when building a coherent connection. As such, 
the researchers want to study the different aspects of the communication where brands fail, and 
the brand identity and brand image coherence. Even though issues with communicating 
storytelling have been touched upon by previous marketing researchers, this specific area have 
not yet been acknowledged in the context of this thesis (e.g., Fog et al. (2005); Lundqvist et al. 
(2012); Doyle (2016); Young (2017)). 

According to Young (2017), it can be challenging for companies to use storytelling without 
interrupting the story with too much product focus. It is a delicate problem to not put products 
or services at center of commercials and instead having the viewers focus on the storyline itself. 
It becomes more about engaging consumer and building a relationship with focus on the story 
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that is connected to the brand identity at first (Young, 2017). As stated by Martinus and 
Chaniago (2017), storytelling is the way a company, through a narrative, picture the brand 
identity for the individual viewer. Using storytelling as a strategic tool in branding can 
strengthen communication to consumers and the authenticity of the brand when building an 
identity. Storytelling as a strategy in branding is a tool to connect emotions and values to the 
brand itself. It gives a feeling of quality and trustworthiness to the company if it is done 
correctly (Martinus & Chaniago, 2017). Large brands that have been around for a long time 
may have difficulties to communicate a new message through storytelling. According to 
Kapferer (2012) early encounters with a brand may affect the ability to reinterpret new 
information. Further, Gaustad, Samuelsen, Warlop and Fitzsimons (2018) found that a change 
in the communicated message of the brand identity may lead to negative impact on the brand 
image even if it was positive for the certain brand.  

Previous studies have been done within the topic of brand identity and brand image regarding 
the Brand Identity Prism (e.g., Ross & Harradine, 2011; Roy & Banarjee, 2014). The Brand 
Identity Prism is a model used to analyze the brand identity of a company regarding six 
different facets, which will be further explained in chapter two. However, no previous studies 
done in modern time were found that connect the framework of the Brand Identity Prism and 
the branding strategy of storytelling. Furthermore, the previous research found has been done 
through quantitative methods (e.g., Ross & Harradine, 2011; Roy & Banarjee, 2014). In this 
thesis the researchers investigate another angle of the Brand Identity Prism to see how Swedish 
product-oriented companies portray themselves. Moreover, the perceived brand image of 
consumers plays a crucial role to gather a deeper understanding of why companies either fail 
or succeed using the branding strategy of storytelling to brand themselves.  

According to Fog et al. (2005), creating a relevant story which aligns with the branding strategy 
of the company can be difficult. It is important to clearly define what the core story should be, 
which is what makes many companies fail to brand through storytelling. The company's core 
story is about the internal values they want to show in connection to their brand. Flaws in their 
intended core story or the created story might mislead the consumers image of the company. 
Issues occur when a gap transpire between the intended brand identity and the consumers image 
of the brand (Fog et al., 2005). 

Theories could often be seen as abstract and difficult to apply in real life situations. This study 
will analyze televised commercials from three of Sweden’s most valuable brands that have 
used storytelling in their commercials according to the pre-study. It will be done in context of 
the Brand Identity Prism by Kapferer (2012). The researchers are aiming to find out if the 
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model is applicable and relevant for these types of products and companies in today’s 
commercial landscape. Furthermore, the researchers of this thesis are interested in if the 
analyzed brand identities from secondary data and commercials, are coherent with how 
consumers actually perceive them. Hence, investigating if companies have applied a successful 
branding strategy in their televised commercials, or if the consumers’ brand image differ from 
the companies intended brand identity. 

Although academic and scientific studies within the field of branding have identified factors 
influencing gaps between brand identity and brand image, such as Ross and Harradine (2011) 
and Roy and Banerjee (2014), none have investigated how companies connect the alignment 
between brand identity and brand image through storytelling. Therefore, it is interesting to 
examine if branding through storytelling could be used as a tool to align companies’ brand 
identity to the actual brand image which consumers have.  

Purpose  
The purpose of this thesis is to examine brand identity through storytelling in marketing. This 
is exemplified by Swedish product-oriented companies. More specific, the purpose is to 
investigate the coherence with consumers’ brand image and existing gaps.  

Research Questions 
To fulfil the purpose this thesis will answer the following research questions within marketing 
strategies:   

RQ1: How are Swedish product-oriented companies portraying their brand identity through 

storytelling in televised commercials? 

RQ2: How coherent are consumers’ brand image with the analyzed brand identity of the 

companies in the study (the Swedish product-oriented companies)? 

RQ3: In what way(s) can storytelling in televised commercials develop and reduce the gaps 

between brand identity and the perceived brand image? 

Key Words: Brand Identity, Brand Image, Storytelling, Branding strategy, Marketing 
Strategies. 

1.4 Delimitation  
When going through the results, analysis, and conclusion it is of high importance to have in 
mind that the research has limitations to this specific topic of investigation.  
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When looking at the Swedish economy and its most valuable companies there is a mix of both 
product and service firms. Service companies act more in the peripheral in consumers everyday 
life such as banks and telecommunication for example. By delimiting this research to analyze 
either product or service-oriented companies, it makes it more relevant and interesting to 
compare the results between the firms. Based on the pre-study for this research, the occurrence 
of storytelling as a branding strategy was more prevalent among product-oriented companies 
than in service-oriented firms. Therefore, this thesis will focus on the product-oriented 
companies. 

When narrowing down the potential commercials to analyze, H&M’s commercials did not meet 
the more specific extended criterions set by the researchers. The extended criterions were set 
to minimize biased selection of data (Panucci & Wilkins, 2010). Because H&M did not meet 
the criterions, the researchers decided to exclude them moving forward, since keeping them 
would not help answering the purpose of this thesis, but rather risk giving a misleading result 
and conclusion. The extended criterions for the collection of commercials were; (1) it need to 
be published on the companies’ respective YouTube channels, (2) need to be published 
between 2014-01-01 and 2019-03-10, (3) the commercial should be aiming towards the 
Swedish market, (4) the length needs to be at least of 30 seconds, (5) the commercial should 
be story focused and not product focused (products in the peripheral) and (6) the company 
should engage in consistent use of storytelling in commercials. 

Hence, this thesis will focus on two Swedish product-oriented companies and how they have 
portrayed their brand identity through storytelling. It will not take into consideration any of the 
companies’ respective competitors. These Swedish companies (Volvo Cars and IKEA) can be 
viewed as leaders in their respective market, especially when looking at the national Swedish 
market, and are therefore appropriate to use as examples for this thesis.  

This research is limited to the specific channel strategy of televised commercials and will 
further exclude other types of marketing channels such as newspapers, magazines or billboards 
when analyzing the companies. 

The researchers found it appropriate to delimit the sample of interviews to Swedish consumers, 
since the study will be conducted on the Swedish market. By doing so, the researchers diminish 
potential language barriers and thereby obtain more accurate responses. Since the study is 
based on the Swedish market it is limited to consumers who have been exposed to Swedish 
commercials. The researchers have therefore no need to take into consideration foreign 
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commercials where other restrictions and legislation may be playing a role on the context of 
commercials chosen. 

1.5 Definitions  
Brand identity: The view a company want to portray their brand in the eyes of the consumer 
(Kapferer, 2012). 

Brand image: The view a consumer has on a certain company’s brand and its values (Kapferer, 
2012).  

Storytelling: The art of putting a story in focus instead of the product in a commercial (Fog et 
al., 2005).  

Televised commercial: An aired commercial on a free or subscription channel, with audio-
visual content (OFA, n.d). 
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2 Frame of reference 
In this chapter theories and previous research will be presented. The theories presented will 

be used to interpret and analyze the primary data collected for this specific study. The previous 

research is gathered to get a deeper understanding of the topic and its extent in research 

conducted by others. This chapter enables the reader to understand the foundation that this 

study will build on and to understand the specific theories when they later are used to answer 

the research questions in analysis, discussion and conclusion. This frame of reference will be 

applied on the concept of storytelling as a tool for branding strategies in the industry of 

product-oriented companies in Sweden.  

2.1 Brand Identity 
According to Kapferer (2012) the name of a company and its brand is more than only a name 
that the company identifies with. It is about the vision, values, legitimacy, and beliefs that 
should be communicated and transferred to the brand. This helps to answer questions about the 
brand, such as if their products are coherent with the brand, if their marketing campaigns follow 
the brand, if the company sponsor the right people or event, and so on. It is important that all 
actions are within the boundaries of the brand. All this will be transferred into the company’s 
brand identity which helps describing the overall company in a few words or sentences 
(Kapferer, 2012). Brand identity is, according to Roy and Banerjee (2014), the view that a 
company wants to portray towards consumers. The goal is to transfer this intended brand 
identity to consumers perception and avoid eventual gaps between the self-intended brand 
identity and the actual perception that the consumers have of the brand (Roy & Banerjee, 2014). 
The consumers referred to in this study are the consumers of Swedish product-oriented 
companies.  

2.2 Brand Image  
According to Kapferer (2012) brand image is on the receiver’s side of communication, in 
contrary to the brand identity which is on the sender’s side. It is described as the way certain 
groups perceive a product, a brand, or a company. The brand image refers to when consumers 
decode the signals which are communicated from the company (Kapferer, 2012). It is a 
consumer's perceptual beliefs about a brand’s attribute, benefit, and attitude associations that 
forms the brand image (Keller, 1993). 

Kapferer (2012) states that a brand image is the sum of the previous contacts with a brand, 
rather than being based only on the latest advertisement. When establishing a brand, the early 
acts have a big influence in how the brand will be perceived by consumers. The first meeting 
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with the brand is usually stored in the long-term memory of consumers, which will affect future 
encounters in form of selective attention, selective perception, and selective memory. Because 
of this, changing brand images can be difficult (Kapferer, 2012). Brand image is an expression 
of brand association, while brand association is correlated to brand awareness (Dew & Kwon, 
2009). 

According to Dew and Kwon (2009) brand association is the inner thought of mind that a 
consumer has set for a brand. For a consumer to be able to have any brand association there 
need to have been some exposure to the brand in terms of either marketing, slogan, or logo, 
and have a part of the consumer’s memory. This later affects the ability of the consumer to 
recollect the particular brand (Dew & Kwon, 2009). According to Sasmita and Suki (2015) 
brand association can either be negative or positive in the mind of a consumer. Brand 
association is linked to the name of a brand and works as a tool to collect information and brand 
extension. By reaching higher brand association among consumers the brand ensures higher 
levels of brand recall and recognition, but also experience a higher level of loyalty towards that 
certain brand (Sasmita & Suki, 2015).  

Brand awareness is correlated to the consumer’s memory and arises from exposure to the brand 
and the ability to remember a certain brand in certain situations which is triggered by cues 
(Wang & Yang, 2010). According to Dew and Kwon (2009), brand awareness is built up by 
brand recognition and brand recall. Brand recognition is the part where consumers can confirm 
that they have been exposed to the brand and brand recall is more about the consumer’s ability 
to remember the brand when a certain product category is used as the cue to recall from memory 
(Dew & Kwon, 2009). According to Sasmita and Suki (2015) brand awareness is built up from 
effective market communication from the brand’s different channels such as television, phone, 
and website. It can give the consumer insurance regarding the product quality and minimizes 
the risk in the making of purchase decisions (Sasmita & Suki, 2015). 

2.3 Building a Brand Identity  
According to Kapferer (2012) there is a way to deconstruct the brand identity from the outside 
perspective, Kapferer presents the Brand Identity Prism (2012, p.158). It is built as a hexagon 
with six different points which he calls the facets of brand identity. The facets are; physique, 

personality, relationship, culture, reflection, and self-image. The top that consists of physique 
and personality is the picture of the sender or in this case the company. The bottom with 
reflection and self-image is related to consumers and how they interpret the message. In the 
middle there are relationship and culture which are the facets that are used to bridge the gap 
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between the sender and the receiver. The prism is developed from previous communication 
theories and is applicable for brands that are communicating in the market (Kapferer, 2012). 

The different facets are defined in particular ways to differentiate them, as described by de 
Chernatony (2010) and Kapferer (2012). Physique is about the backbone of the brand that can 
take the form of a logo, picture, or something that points to its tradition. It is also a tangible 
asset of the brand. It is what creates added value to the brands products and can be summarised 
as the brands character. Personality is the facet that considers how a brand communicates to 
consumers. It is the characteristics and traits that makes it possible for consumers to relate to 
the brand. The relationship facet is the relationship that the brand has with consumers regarding 
communication and service. It is a relationship between the brand and the consumer in any 
sense of transaction. The most important facet in the prism is culture where the brand's ideology 
is transferred out. All brands want to become their own culture or cult-brand in society that is 
considered the go-to brand. The brand does not only want to be associated with their products 
but also with the values, ideas, and actions that are communicated to their audience. Culture is 
what differentiate brands between each other regarding positioning. Reflection can easily be 
confused with targeted consumers. Targeted consumers are those that the company want to sell 
the brand to. Reflection on the other hand is the way the consumer wants to be seen when 
purchasing or using the specific brand. This is usually how the company is shown in the brand’s 
commercials. If reflection is the external mirror from the consumer to the world, the self-image 

is the internal mirror of how they want to feel or see themselves. It is when the brands 
communicated traits and portrayed attitude matches with the self-image of the individual 
consumer (de Chernatony, 2010; Kapferer, 2012).   
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Figure 2.1. The Brand Identity Prism 

 

 

Source: Kapferer, 2012, page 158  

Kapferer’s (2012) Brand Identity Prism can also be split vertically with a left side that consist 
of visual elements in physique, relationship and reflection, and elements of personality, culture, 
and self-image to the right which are more intangible elements to the prism. The physique of 
the brand is the visible appearance of the brand personality. The relationship is the result of the 
brand’s communicated culture. Lastly, the reflection of consumers is the visible external 
expression of the self-image, which consumers have of themselves (Kapferer, 2012).  
   

2.4 The Gap Model (Identity vs Image) 
According to Fog et al. (2005) the goal is to create a core story that gives a constant image of 
the company, both internally and externally. The researchers argue that it is important to know 
that there can be differences between the brand identity and image, and that it can be due to 
different aspects. Companies might experience a gap between their own self-perception and 
the image the public has of them, which is often a result from poor communication. The most 
common reason for these gaps is that the company fail to communicate their core story and 
values. It is here companies have the biggest opportunity to close the gap between identity and 
image. However, the gap can be caused by other factors as well, such as failure to deliver 
sufficient quality products or services. If that is the case, the core story might not be much of 
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help. When the company finally knows what causes the gap between the company's self-
perceived brand identity and the publics, they can approach it in an appropriate manner. It is 
important for companies to close the gap between brand identity and brand image to have a 
successful communication of their brand (Fog et al, 2005).  

 

Figure 2.2.                                                                    Figure 2.3. 

2.5 Storytelling  
Research within the use of storytelling when branding has been relatively scarce. However, 
studies have been done within the area, one example is the study by Lundqvist et al. (2012). 
By comparing the reaction among two consumer groups, one which was exposed to storytelling 
and one which was not, the researchers found that storytelling enhanced the brand experience 
among the consumers, and added value to the product which led to consumers being willing to 
pay more for the brand (Lundqvist et al., 2012). This is aligned with Shankar et al. (2001), and 
Sax (2006), who suggest that the use of storytelling helps issuing a framework to manage 
experiences and give them meaning. However, Herskovitz and Malcolm (2010) concluded that 
to be able to strengthen the brand and connect to the audiences, companies need to have focus 
on creating a clear brand persona before placing the brand in a story. This was confirmed in a 
recent exploratory study by Mucundorfeanu (2018), where the process of storytelling in general 
and an assessment of its role in relation to branding was done, investigating brands that were 
well-known in German speaking areas. The researcher found that brands who told stories which 
had a connection to the core values of the brand were fundamental for this branding strategy to 
be successful (Mucundorfeanu, 2018).  

2.6 Alignment Between Brand Identity and Brand Image  
When it comes to research addressing alignment between brand identity and brand image, 
numerous research articles can be found. According to Ross and Harradine (2011) it is 

Source Fog et al., 2005, page 76  Source Fog et al., 2005, page 77 
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important to have a strong brand identity and that it stays consistent to appeal to consumers 
brand image over time. Their research was done by analyzing a company within the value 
fashion clothing sector through the Brand Identity Prism using a survey that was distributed to 
150 students. The result showed that only 8,7% had a perfect match between the intended brand 
identity from the company and the consumers brand image. If all the positive responses that 
went in line with the brand identity but was not an exact match were considered, 55% of the 
consumers where aligned with the brand identity. In both cases the reflection facet scored the 
lowest and the study predicted that this could lead to future vulnerability for the value fashion 
clothing company (Ross & Harradine, 2011). According to Roy and Banerjee (2014) it is of 
importance to communicate the brand identity effectively to create consumer loyalty. Potential 
gaps that occur between the marketers and the consumers can easily be amplified by noise in 
the market that affects communication in certain channels (Roy & Banerjee, 2014). 

Roy and Banerjee (2014) found that there were gaps between the brand identity and consumers’ 
image for the studied companies. The gaps were spread out on most of the different facets in 
the Brand Identity Prism by Kapferer (Roy & Banerjee, 2014), The researchers also discussed 
that brand knowledge from the consumers side is important, to be able to have a consistent 
alignment between brand identity and image. To avoid inconsistency, it is therefore crucial to 
have continuous communication. The brand's identity, vision, and mission need to be in line in 
the company from the top management down to their employees before they can have 
consistent brand identity and image alignment (Roy & Banerjee, 2014). This finding was in 
line with previous research from Nandan (2005) where consistency at all touch points in levels 
of corporate, marketing and marketing communication were discussed. The corporate aspects 
are regarding top management, vision, and mission. Marketing takes in the marketing mix that 
sends out the message down to the salesforce and intermediaries. At last, at the marketing 
communication level it is discussed to have a consistent message on all channels provided in 
the marketing mix. The consistency on all these levels is of importance to effectively portray 
the brand identity to strengthen the linkage to the brand image (Nandan, 2005). This was further 
fortified by Gaustad et al. (2018), who conducted a study on the change of the communicated 
brand identity. In their study they highlight that the self-identity built by consumers towards a 
brand was negatively affected when the brand incorporated changes in their communicated 
message, even if the change was positive for the brand meaning. Consumers could exit from 
the brand to maintain self-stability from the once created self-identity of the brand and how it 
reflected on them. This was due to the fact of lost connection to the brand in different levels 
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for different consumers and they felt that they moved away from what the brand previously 
meant. (Gaustad et al., 2018).  

According to Romaniuk and Nenycz-Thiel (2013) the linkage between the brand knowledge 
and purchasing behaviours and how it can affect the brand association is connected to the brand 
image that the consumer has of the certain brand. It is discussed by the researchers that 
consumers who purchase products frequently or have done it multiple times have a higher 
probability to have a positive association to the brand than those who have only done it once 
or to a lower extent. Those consumers are a higher risk for the brand to exist and switch 
purchasing behavior. The researchers also discuss the importance of advertising exposure to 
light-buyers who have been proven to be more receptive to commercials than heavy buyers. 
This since the light-buyers or non-existent buyers are more positive to a shift in behavior and 
therefore can increase the Return on Investment (Romaniuk & Nenycz-Thiel, 2013). This is 
similar to the findings of Roy and Banerjee (2014) regarding brand knowledge and to have a 
consistent brand image. However, Romaniuk and Nenycz-Thiel (2013) also discuss the fact 
that brand association gets a higher positive effect from consumers that are frequently 
purchasing from the same brands. This is from where the consumers have memory and 
knowledge of the brand and become more familiar with it (Roy & Banerjee, 2014; Romaniuk 
& Nenycz-Thiel, 2013). Koll and Wallpach (2014) mention that when brands try to 
communicate their intended brand identity, consumers with an already positive brand 
association may not be up to reinterpret information that is sent out to them from the company 
(Koll & Wallpach, 2014). Both Koll and Wallpach (2014) and Romaniuk and Nenycz-Thiel 
(2013) discuss the low response/engaged consumers that need to be exposed to the intended 
brand identity to not create a negative brand association or brand image against the brand 
(Romaniuk & Nenycz-Thiel, 2013; Koll & Wallpach, 2014). Koll and Wallpach (2014) also 
discuss the part of low-response from consumers being exposed to the intended brand identity. 
To not create negative word-of-mouth that may come from peers with already low favorability 
of a certain brand even if it may not increase positivity association (Koll & Wallpach, 2014). 

2.7 Summary of Frame of Reference  
Brand identity is according to Kapferer (2012) more than just the name and brand. It helps 
answer questions about if their products, marketing campaigns, sponsorships and everything 
connected to the brand are coherent with the company’s brand identity. According to Roy and 
Banerjee (2014) brand identity is also the way a brand wants to be viewed by consumers. 
Kapferer (2012) states that brand image is the receiver’s side in the communication of the brand 
identity, when consumers decode signals from the communicated brand identity.  Keller (1993) 
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says that brand image is the consumers’ conceptual beliefs about a brands attributes, benefits 
and attitude associations. Dew and Kwon (2009) claim that the brand image is expressed by 
brand association while the brand association is linked with brand awareness. The brand 
association is the inner thought that a consumer has of a certain brand, while brand awareness 
is the ability a consumer has recalling or recognizing a brand from memory in certain situations 
(Dew & Kwon, 2009). Kapferer’s (2012) Brand Identity Prism can be used to deconstruct brand 
identity for a company within the models six different facets; physique, personality, 

relationship, culture, reflection and self-image. Each facet in the prism stands for different 
aspects of the brand identity and is divided to the sender’s side with the three first facets and 
receiver’s side with the three last facets (Kapferer, 2012). This model will be used to analyze 
both the brand identity communicated from the brand and later also for understanding 
consumers brand image. Fog et al. (2005) have constructed the gap model to illustrate where 
potential gaps are between brand identity and brand image and it will be used for the same 
purpose in this study. The use of storytelling according to Lundqvist et al. (2012) can enhance 
the brand experience but also add value to products within the company. Herskovitz and 
Malcolm (2010) also concluded that to be able to connect to the audience and strengthen the 
brand a strong brand persona needs to be in place for the story to be successful. According to 
Ross and Harradine (2011) it is important to have a strong brand identity and consistent 
communication for it to align with the brand image. Roy and Banerjee (2014) discuss and 
conclude that it is important to communicate the brand identity effectively to create consumer 
loyalty and that potential gaps between brand identity and brand image can be due to noise in 
the market which affects the certain communication channels.  
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3 Method  
In this chapter the methodology will be presented which enables the reader to follow the outline 

of how this study was conducted. It will bring an understanding of what choices the researchers 

have done to work through this topic in a detailed manner. Topics such as philosophical 

approach, research strategy, research method and design to sampling and data collection are 

being discussed. 

3.1 Methodology of research 
According to Saunders, Lewis, and Thornhill (2016) the methodology of a research can be 
illustrated as an onion, having several layers leading down to the core. The researchers will 
present the methodology used for this study by using the research onion and clarifying the 
different approaches presented in each layer. Each layer of the research onion will be explained 
and follows the chapters pictured in the research onion.  

Figure 3.1 The Research Onion 

 

     Source: Saunders: et al., 2016, page 124  

3.2 Philosophical approach 
The outermost layer of the research onion represents the philosophy applicated to the research. 
Saunders et al. (2016) present five main philosophical approaches, namely; positivism, critical 

realism, postmodernism, pragmatism, and interpretivism. Positivism is described as the stance 
where one is working with an observable social reality to produce law-like generalisations. 
Critical realism aims to explain what is seen and experienced, in terms of underlying structures 
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of reality which shape the observable phenomenon. Postmodernism focuses on the role of 
language and of power relations, questioning accepted ways of thinking and trying to find 
alternative and unconventional views. According to the pragmatic view, concepts are only 
relevant where they support action. The final philosophical perspective is interpretivism, which 
emphasizes that people are different from physical phenomena since they create meanings. 
Interpretivists are critical to the viewpoint of positivists who try to discover definite, universal 
“laws” which apply to everyone, and claim that various people with different backgrounds and 
circumstances at different times make disparate meanings. To understand and consider the 
actions and experiences of stakeholder groups such as management and consumers are 
important since they could differ from each other. Only considering one group’s views and not 
the other could give misleading results. Because of the characteristics of interpretivism data is 
usually gathered through observations or interviews (Saunders et al., 2016).  

According to Saunders et al. (2016) interpretivism can be divided into various subgroups, with 
phenomenology and hermeneutics as two of the most notable ones. Phenomenology focus on 
the participants’ lived experience, their recollections, and interpretations of those experiences. 
Hermeneutics focus on studying cultural artefacts such as images, texts, symbols, and stories 
(Saunders et al., 2016).   

As the aim of this thesis is to examine how Swedish product-oriented companies portray their 
brand through storytelling, and how the alignment between the intended brand identity and 
brand image is coherent, both the phenomenological and hermeneutic approaches are 
appropriate philosophies to apply for this research. This, since consumers’ lived experience of 
the brands and commercials are investigated and interpreted, which is related to a 
phenomenological philosophy. The hermeneutic approach is also appropriate since analyzing 
the texts, symbols, and stories in the commercials are necessary in this study for the researchers 
to able to answer the research questions related to brand identity. By implementing both 
perspectives, the commercials analyzed could be interpreted at a deeper level than if human 
interest and non-verbal communication would not have been taken into consideration. 

3.3 Research Approach 
Different research approaches can be used when conducting research. Saunders et al. (2016) 
claim that the three main ones are deductive, inductive, and abductive. In deductive research, 
the research question is built on theoretical background, followed by data collection, and 
through that establish a specific conclusion within the frames of the theory. Deduction is 
usually used on a larger descriptive sample. Inductive on the other hand, goes from real-life 
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observations. From the data collected it builds up the conceptual framework against the 
particular research questions. A smaller sample is usually used to get a richer understanding 
and explanation when using the inductive approach. Lastly, the abductive approach is a 
combination of the other two, where the search for the theoretical framework is in line with the 
data collection (Saunders et al., 2016).  

For this research an inductive approach has been taken to enable the researchers to see 
unforeseen explanations in the data collection process to the separate research questions. It will 
enable the researchers to investigate the research questions with an open mindset that is not 
locked to theoretical frameworks. With an inductive approach the researchers will be able to 
interpret the data and match it to theoretical frameworks that will explain the findings.  

3.4 Research Strategy  
According to Saunders et al. (2016) a qualitative research strategy studies the meaning and 
relationship between participants and the certain subject. It can be done using a variety of 
methods and analytical procedures. This type of research strategy is used to be able to develop 
a conceptual framework and any kind of theoretical framework for the study. In a qualitative 
study the data collected is often non-standardized and may be different from time to time. To 
succeed in this kind of research, gaining physical access to needed data is of importance 
(Saunders et al., 2016). 

The unit of analysis is the scope of what is being studied and it can be either what or whom 
(Babbie, 2006). The unit of analysis for this study is therefore the Swedish product-oriented 
companies and how they are portraying their brand identity through storytelling in marketing 
against the consumers’ brand image.  

This research will be a multi-method qualitative study since the data collected will come 
from several sources within content analysis on televised commercials and semi-structured 
interviews. The data will later be analyzed through different analytical techniques, which 
corresponds with what Saunders et al. (2016) categorize as a multi-method qualitative study 
(Saunders et al., 2016). Using a qualitative approach enables the researchers to interpret the 
data gathered and get a richer, more complete understanding of how Swedish product-oriented 
companies portray their brand through storytelling and identify any potential gap between 
brand identity and brand image.  

Content analysis is a technique of analyzing qualitative data and make it quantifiable 
(Saunders et al., 2016). It is done by coding the data collected and categorizing it for analysis. 
It is important to set rules, both regarding categorization and coding before sampling the data, 
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to be able to keep an objective view on the material that will be analyzed by the researchers. 
To keep it transparent and consistent a content analysis should stay systematic in the sense of 
clearly defining the rules of conduct. All this is important to make it replicable and easy to 
follow in the research process of data collection and analysis (Saunders et al., 2016). For this 
research a content analysis is a feasible solution, since Swedish product-oriented companies’ 
brand identities will be analyzed through televised commercials. The content analysis will later 
be matched against consumers brand image, which will be based on semi-structured interviews. 
Saunders et al. (2016) mention that a content analysis method can be used to analyze and code 
companies’ advertisement, both print and audio-visual, websites, policies, press statements, 
reports and strategy documents in an organizational context. Content analysis can be used as a 
tool to code and categorize conducted interviews (Saunders et al., 2016). Content analysis 
enables this research to match the results between the analysis conducted on the specific 
companies and their brand against consumers perception, and define any potential gap between 
them.  

3.5 Research Design  
According to Saunders et al. (2016) case studies could be useful tools to gather more in-depth 
inquiry of any real-life setting. A case study may refer to a single individual, organization or 
association (Saunders et al., 2016). As the aim of this research is to find out how Swedish 
product-oriented companies portray their brands through storytelling and if it is aligned with 
consumers brand image, a multiple-case study design is feasible. Such a case study allows the 
different companies and respondents to be separate cases, allowing the researchers to analyze 
them against each other. Since Saunders et al. (2016) claim that single individuals or 
organizations can be viewed as different cases, this becomes a multiple-case study. Case studies 
as a research design fit most of the purposes when it comes to research. Case studies can be 
conducted in almost every possible combination regarding inductive versus deductive and 
explanatory versus exploratory versus descriptive (Saunders et al., 2016).  
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Table 3.1: Case Study 

Case Company Name  Number of commercials analyzed Number of Respondents  

No.1  Volvo Cars 10 12* 

No.2 IKEA 10 12* 

No.3 H&M** 0 0 

*These interviews where done simultaneously, 12 interviews were conducted in total. 

**H&M will be excluded in the study since their commercials did not meet the set criterions. 

Saunders et al. (2016) discuss that case studies are usually done through either an explanatory, 
an exploratory, or a descriptive approach. Researchers may even use a combination of all three. 
A combination of different approaches is later called a combined approach, which is when only 
one approach does not fit the purpose of the research. The exploratory approach usually 
answers questions in the purpose consisting of “what” or “how” and is used to clarify an 
understanding of a problem, issue or phenomena. Explanatory approach is appropriate when 
the aim is to explain a relationship between different variables. The questions to answer in an 
explanatory approach usually consist of “why” or “how”. Descriptive approach on the other 
hand aims to get an accurate profile of the certain case of persona, event or situation. The 
descriptive approach usually answers questions consisted of the words “who”, “what”, “when”, 
“where” or “how” (Saunders et al., 2016).   

The exploratory approach is most suitable for this topic since the aim of this thesis is to 
identify how Swedish product-oriented companies have portrayed their brand identity. 
However, when gathering the data and analyzing it, the explanatory approach could be 
appropriate with the aspect of how coherent consumers’ brand image is with the brand identity. 
In addition, analyzing in what ways the companies could close the potential gaps between the 
brand identity and brand image moving forward is in line with an explanatory approach. 
Therefore, the end-product of this research approach will go in line with what Saunders et al. 
(2016) state about having several research approaches in one study and then using combined 

studies.   

According to Saunders et al. (2016), a research can be conducted over two different time 
horizons, either cross-sectional or longitudinal. Cross-sectional studies are conducted during a 
specific time that is the base for the study. Longitudinal on the other hand is done by doing the 
same data collection during two different time spans with the same variables (Saunders et al., 
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2016). Since this study will be conducted during a certain time regarding the data collection a 
cross-sectional study becomes most suitable. 

3.6 Research Method 
The first part of the literature review was done on the topic of Swedish companies portraying 
their brand identity through storytelling in televised commercials, and the found research was 
limited which built the case for this research topic. The second part of the literature review was 
focused on the part of aligning brand identity and brand image. In that field the research found 
was more extensive and it was seen to be a good fit to connect both fields in one study to be 
able to investigate possible connections and alignment. This was done to see the potential of 
doing a study in the area of branding strategies and effectiveness of channels used. The 
literature was gathered from different scientific platforms such as Google scholar, Scopus, and 
the student library at Jönköping University, where platforms such as Primo were used. These 
platforms gave the researchers a broad range of different literature that has been used to build 
the foundation for this thesis.  

Once the area of study was identified, the cases of companies that the research was built on 
became crucial. When selecting companies to study it was important to set criterions to certify 
that they were suitable for this thesis. The researchers decided that the companies should be 
active in a global context to assure that they put enough effort in their marketing. The 
companies should put extensive efforts in their televised commercials and engage in the 
strategy of using storytelling to be able to analyze them. By having the criteria of being active 
in a global context it most likely ensures a higher value or success of the companies, hence 
they will probably be known by consumers. When having the consumers aware of the 
companies it enables them to have an opinion of the brand and therefore be suitable for 
interviews. The choice to focus on larger corporations decreases the possibility of personal 
contact with the companies. Therefore, the analysis will be based on the researchers’ 
knowledge of the companies’ branding, which will be retrieved by analyzing the companies 
televised commercials and confirming it with secondary data such as public interviews with 
company officials and company reports.   

The primary data will be identified by using two different sources to meet the research 
questions. The first part regarding primary data will be collected from the researcher's analysis 
of commercials that is published by the different companies investigated. With “published” the 
researchers refer to commercials being available on the companies’ respective YouTube 
channel. Several commercials have been identified to fit the research that have followed 
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specific criterions (these criterions will be presented later in this chapter) set up by the 
researchers to narrow down the search and possibility to exclude non-relevant data. Ten 
commercials were identified to be suitable for Volvo Cars and IKEA from their respective 
Swedish YouTube channel. On the other hand, H&M that was a suitable object in the pre-study 
did not meet all criterions set up by the researchers regarding the commercials. They did not 
have commercials aiming the Swedish market on their YouTube channel. H&M did not use 
any consistent storytelling and had large fluctuations in their published videos. Due to this, 
H&M’s commercials will therefore be excluded moving forward with this study.  

The second part of the primary data will come from semi-structured interviews that is built in 
the sense of having a set number of themes and possibly key questions that should be answered 
during the interview. These questions could however be altered, new ones added or taken away 
depending on the interview quality as recommended by Saunders et al. (2016). However, the 
questions are all related to Kapferer’s Brand Identity Prism (2012), to enable the researchers to 
compare the content analysis with the interviews. The interviews can vary between each other 
in what order the questions or themes are answered, it is dependent on how the discussion is 
going. These semi-structured interviews were conducted after the analysis of the commercials 
was concluded by the researchers. The sampling of the respondents will be explained later in 
this chapter. According to Saunders et al. (2016) twelve interviews are enough when doing 
interviews in a homogenous sample. For this thesis, the researchers conducted twelve 
interviews for the primary data collection that was drawn from a combination of all the 
companies target segment.  

Secondary data will be gathered from the companies’ websites, reports, and articles to clarify 
the findings from the primary data. The secondary data will work as a confirmation to the 
primary data, i.e. the content analysis, when determining the brand identity at the specific 
companies. From the secondary data the companies’ target segments will be found, as well as 
their goals, vision and mission. Interviews that has been conducted with management in the 
Swedish product-oriented companies in public papers will also be a part of the secondary data 
as well as reports that has been published by the chosen companies. 

To be able to see and analyze how the companies portray themselves in regards of brand 
identity, Kapferer’s (2012) Brand Identity Prism will be used with its six different facets: 

• Physique - The physique can be presented as a tangible asset for the brand. It can take 
the form of a logo, picture, or something relatable to its tradition. 
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• Personality - The personality refers to the characteristics and traits that make it possible 
for consumers to relate to the brand. It can be done through communication, attitude 
and belief for example. 

• Relationship - The relationship facet refers to the relationship that the brand has with 
its consumers regarding communication and service. It is the way that the brand 
connects with their consumers. 

• Culture - Culture focuses on how the brand's ideology is transferred out. It includes 
the values, ideas, and actions that are communicated to the audience. 

• Reflection - Reflection is the way the consumer wants to be seen when purchasing or 
using the specific brand. It focuses on how the brand is shown in its communication to 
attract their customer base. 

• Self-image - Self-image is the internal mirror of how consumers want to feel or see 
themselves. It is when the brand’s communicated and portrayed attitude matches with 
the self-image of the individual consumer. 

The Brand Identity Prism will also be used to construct the interview questions and to analyze 
the answers gathered (Kapferer, 2012). The data analyzed through the Brand Identity Prism 
will be quantified by a content analysis for further analysis in this thesis. The content analysis 
enables categorization within the six different facets of the Brand Identity Prism. When all 
commercials were analyzed and descriptions were matched into the six different facets of the 
Brand Identity Prism the researchers were able to identify similarities between each 
commercial's facets. These similarities were keywords that was used to describe the 
commercials portrayed brand identity. The keywords where recognized by the researchers to 
be suitable for the description. From this, a company summary was possible to create where 
keywords that appeared a minimum of three times within each facets could describe the brand 
identity within the specific facet.  

When later analyzing the alignment between the brand identity portrayed by the companies and 
consumers brand image of them, Kapferer's (2012) Brand Identity Prism will be used together 
with the gap model from Fog et al. (2005) to identify potential gaps. The Brand Identity Prism 
will enable the researchers to compare potential gap between the brand and consumer arise. 
From the findings in the analysis a gap model will be constructed to show how closely aligned 
brand identity and brand image lay (Kapferer, 2012; Fog et al., 2005).   
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3.7 Sampling Method 
According to Saunders et al. (2016) when doing a qualitative research study, it is most common 
to conduct interviews on the population to gather primary data. Instead of doing interviews on 
the whole population it is possible to take out a sample to investigate. The definition of a 
population varies between studies. From the chosen population it is thereafter important to 
define the target population in the specific study from where the sample will be chosen to fit 
the research. Sampling has several benefits for researchers, one of which is that it can be almost 
impossible to collect data from the entire population, hence sampling is more feasible. Another 
benefit is that it is time-saving, since it only requires interviewing a smaller portion of the entire 
population. Sampling is also beneficial in the sense of cost. There are two different ways of 
determining sample; probability sampling and non-probability sampling. In probability 
sampling each element of the population has an equal probability of getting selected. While in 
non-probability sampling, each element of the population has an unknown probability of 
getting selected to the specific research (Saunders et al., 2016).  

In non-probability sampling there are different techniques of choosing the sample (Saunders et 
al., 2016). The different techniques are quota, purposive, volunteer and haphazard and these 
work with different approaches. Non-probability is usually linked to the case of doing a 
qualitative research in a smaller sample size and due to the nature of doing more in-depth 
studies. When doing a study with exploratory aspects it is possible to do a self-selection sample. 
Self-selection sample is part of volunteer sampling or also called convenience sampling. Self-
selection sampling works in the sense of the researchers’ selection of each case, usually 
individuals, that fits with the specific research to be interviewed. With self-selection it is 
possible to find an appropriate sample that has relevant opinions regarding the research 
questions and bring sufficient insight (Saunders et al., 2016).  

Since this research is in a qualitative manner with both an exploratory and explanatory 
approach the researchers identified a non-probability sample, with self-selection sampling 
as the appropriate sampling technique. This enabled the researchers to find individuals for the 
interviews that has experience with the specific Swedish product-oriented companies either by 
awareness or owning any product. These individuals were given the choice of being a part of 
the research and were presented with the topic in advance before taking a stand in the question 
of being a part of it.  

The researchers could define a broad target segment suitable for both companies and have 
therefore chosen to divide the sample into generation X and Y consumers. Generation X refers 
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to people born between 1961 and 1980, while Generation Y includes persons born between 
1981 and 2000 (Gurau, 2012). Interviews were held with at least five individuals in each 
generation group to have the possibility to either differentiate their views or link them together. 
The sampled individuals had to be familiar with both companies, be Swedish citizens and in 
the middle-class adult segment to narrow down the sample even more. Bergh (2007) defines 
the middle-class adult segment as those who has an income of 67% to 150% of a country's 
median income. In Sweden it is about 79% of the population and includes both blue- and white-
collar workers (Bergh, 2007). Based on the median monthly salary in Sweden during 2017 
which was 30 000 SEK, the interval for the middle-class adults would be between 20 100 SEK 
to 45 000 SEK (SCB, 2018). The sampling of these individuals was done as discussed with 
non-probability sampling and self-selection sampling. The previously defined sample was seen 
to be adequate for this research, with the companies already broad target segment. With the 
intention to build the analysis on the company’s target segments the researchers identified the 
sample in a similar way. 

3.8 Data Collection - Primary Data  

Commercials 
When selecting commercials to analyze in this study, the researchers decided to collect them 
from the chosen companies’ official YouTube pages. Both Volvo Cars and IKEA had specific 
pages towards the Swedish market, namely Volvo Cars Sweden, and IKEA Sweden 
respectively. H&M however only had one official YouTube page, meaning that they are 
showing the same commercials no matter which country or market that is exposed. The 
decision to select the listed YouTube pages above was since the aim of this thesis is to 
investigate the Swedish market, and Swedish consumers’ brand image. The researchers 
therefore found it appropriate to analyze commercials which the target audience are exposed 
to.  

Specific criterions were set-up to narrow down the search of commercials and the possibility 
to exclude commercials that did not meet all criterions. The criterions for commercials help to 
minimize biased selection of data (Panucci & Wilkins, 2010). The criterions for the collection 
of commercials were; (1) need to be published on the companies’ respective YouTube 
channels, (2) need to be published between 2014-01-01 and 2019-03-10, (3) the commercial 
should be aiming towards the Swedish market, (4) the length needs to be at least of 30 seconds, 
(5) the commercial should be story focused and not product focused (products in the peripheral) 
and (6) the company should engage in consistent use of storytelling in commercials. The 
researchers found that ten commercials from each company, Volvo Cars and IKEA, met all 
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criterions, while any of H&M commercials did not meet the criterions. Because H&M did not 
meet the set criterions, H&M will be excluded in moving forward with this study. 

Interviews 
To collect data from semi-structured interviews the sample needed to be defined. The sample 
that was used is a combination of the target segments that both IKEA and Volvo Cars aim 
towards.  

With the IKEA concept of providing furnishing to the many people, they are targeting the 
masses that can afford their products and not a specific age group. It can therefore be viewed 
that they are aiming towards the middle-class (IKEA, n.d-b). Volvo Cars aim to be a human-
centric company that care about both people and our planet. They want to lead the change in 
safety, connectivity, electrification and autonomous driving. Volvo Cars want to do this rather 
than just building and selling premium cars and provide their customers with freedom to move 
in a personal sustainable and safe way (Volvo Cars, n.d-a). From this it is possible to take away 
that Volvo Cars focus more on the personality in the masses rather than a single target group.  

The interview questions where done with the Brand Identity Prism as a base. Several questions 
where formulated that would give adequate answers corresponding to each facet. Each 
interview started with showing of one commercial from Volvo Cars and one from IKEA to 
give the respondents equal ground. The commercials that was shown was Volvo – Alla äventyr 
räknas (2019) and IKEA – Leva utan dörr (2015). These commercials were seen to be the most 
representable once for the brands overall analyzed brand identity that was found from the 
content analysis. The interview questions then started with a few questions regarding name, 
year of birth and previous experience with the brands’ products and commercials. The 
interviews continued with questions regarding each facet in Kapferer’s (2012) Brand Identity 
Prism. The interviews were conducted either face to face or over Skype.  

The individuals that were interviewed are presented in the table below. These individuals will 
only be presented by their first name, year of birth and what generation they are a part of. This 
is done to ensure a level of anonymity for the participants and this was presented to the 
participants in the beginning of the interviews.  
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Table 3.2: Respondents  

Name Year of Birth Generation X/Y Date of Interview 

Carl 1996 Y 17-04-2019 

Josef 1994 Y 16-04-2019 

Sara F 1994 Y 16-04-2019 

David 1992 Y 17-04-2019 

Johan 1992 Y 20-04-2019 

Sara J 1991 Y 18-04-2019 

Filip  1991 Y 18-04-2019 

Anna 1978 X 24-04-2019 

Nina 1967 X 24-04-2019 

Lena B 1963 X 25-04-2019 

Lena F 1962 X 16-04-2019 

Lennart 1961 X 26-04-2019 

 

The respondents were organized by age and generation, shown in the table above. According 
to Gurau (2012) generation X are born between 1961-1980 and Y are born between 1981-2000.   

3.9 Research Quality  
To be able to ensure quality of the findings in this research, the researchers have taken certain 
aspects of criterions regarding credibility, dependability, transferability and ethics Saunder et 
al., 2016). This was done to present data of quality within this qualitative thesis. According to 
Saunders et al. (2016) qualitative research may not aim against being replicable due to the 
reflection of the social construct at the particular moment and setting of the study. With an 
extensive description of research design and context, it may help others to conduct similar 
studies (Saunders et al., 2016).  

Credibility  
According to Saunders et al. (2016), credibility is the internal validation. It refers to how the 
researchers participate in the study towards participants and handling of data. It can for example 
use a third party to reflect about discussions about the study, a deep analysis that takes in 
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negative cases to make accurate explanation of the studied phenomena or making sure that the 
researchers’ expectations of the study do not affect the construct of analysis and to challenge 
the expectations during the analysis. Credibility is the action of portraying the data as the 
closest to reality, which can be done by participants reviewing the findings (Saunders et al., 
2016).  

Dependability  
According to Saunders et al. (2016), in an interpretivist research the focus of a study may 
change during the research progression. It is then important to record the different changes that 
has been done to the study to make it dependable and understood by others (Saunders et al., 
2016). The third chapter of this thesis will provide the different changes that has been made 
during this thesis.  

Transferability  
According to Denscombe (2017), a qualitative study uses a smaller sample, therefore not 
generalizable and the data could be questioned. Therefore, all data needs to be presented 
together with interpretations and necessary information for readers to consider transferability 
in the study (Denscombe, 2017). To show transferability in a study the researchers should 
provide the research design, context of the research, findings and interpretations to assure 
transferability to the reader (Saunders et al., 2016). 

Ethics  
According to Saunders et al. (2016) research ethics refers to standards that are followed when 
conducting the research towards all included or affected subjects. The research quality is 
depended on the ethics being followed in the research. This means that the researchers act with 
integrity, openly and aiming for accuracy in the study. Respecting privacy and rights of 
participants is necessary to be able to create respect and trust. Research ethics is also about the 
researchers being honest about their data, findings and interpretations throughout the study 
(Saunders et al., 2016). All the participants in this thesis were given the choice to participate 
and informed about the topic. The participants were also promised a certain level of anonymity 
to ensure their views not being shared outside of the researchers. All participants were treated 
equally before, during and after the interviews to assure their equal contribution to the study.  

3.10  Applied Research Methods  
For this research several decisions were made regarding what research approaches that was 
going to be applied. The philosophical approach moves in the direction within interpretivism 
with both a hermeneutic and phenomenological approach. The research was conducted in an 
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inductive manner from data to an applied model. The study was a multiple case-study with the 
different companies and was done with a multi-approach that included both explanatory and 
exploratory approaches. The whole research was a multi-method qualitative study, where the 
primary data was collected in two different qualitative ways. The study was conducted during 
one simple time horizon and was therefore a cross-sectional study. The data was collected in 
two different ways as mentioned. These two were the content analysis on the specific 
commercial and later the semi-structured interviews. All the applied approaches are also 
visualized in the research onion below.  

Figure 3.2 The Research Onion – Applied Approaches 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: Saunders et al., 2016, page 124   
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4 Empirical Findings 
In this chapter the empirical findings will be presented. This chapter enables the reader to view 

the material collected that will be analyzed in upcoming chapters. The data that was gathered 

was derived from the companies’ specific commercials that corresponded with our criterions. 

This chapter will also provide the data gathered through semi-structured interviews 

corresponding to the interviews.  

4.1 Findings in Commercials  
The first part of the empirical study was collected through analysis of commercials. Links to 
the commercials that have been used to gather the data for this study is retrieved from the 
companies’ respective YouTube Channel (See appendix A). The commercials names have been 
given after what they are named by each specific company. All aspects of any product name in 
the chosen commercials have been taken away. 

Table 4.1. Commercial Summary  

 

Volvo - Zlatan - made by Sweden (2014-01-25) 
One well known Volvo Car’s commercial is “The Zlatan commercial”. The whole commercial 
is starring Zlatan Ibrahimovic and some of his family.  

The opening scenes are pictured in a mountain landscape covered in snow, you see Zlatan being 
in a cabin and driving around in the landscapes. Later it changes scenes between Zlatan being 
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out in the wild, snowy landscapes, and him with his wife and children back home. It breaks of 
from this by Zlatan sitting next to a campfire by himself and walking through the snowy forest, 
hunting for deer. It thereafter shows Zlatan pulling up his Volvo by a lake and once again it 
changes situation to when he is with his kids, before taking a dive into the ice-covered water.  

During the whole first part of the commercial Zlatan is telling the Swedish national anthem 
word by word, but he changes the last word from “jag vill dö i norden” to “jag vill dö i Sverige”. 
This is translated to “I want to die in the north” as original and “I want to die in Sweden”.  

It continues in a higher tempo, with someone else singing the national anthem. It shows Zlatan 
running on the football pitch playing for Sweden, running in the forest, playing football with 
his children. It shows him swimming in the lake, then he runs up to a mountain and later again 
in the forest. It ends with Zlatan sneaking up in the woods, finding a deer out in the open and 
has a clear shot. Once the deer sees him and he has a clear shot of the deer, he lowers his gun 
while saying “Jag vill leva, jag vill dö, i Sverige”.  

Volvo - Robyn - Made by Sweden (2014-05-02) 
With this commercial Volvo Cars have chosen to use the Swedish singer Robyn as their 
spokesperson.  

It starts with Robyn leaving her recording studio and walking to the parking lot. It continues 
with Robyn driving away in the city and calling one of her friends, simultaneously while she 
drives in the city and talk, the commercials changes situations between the city and a green 
forest. The commercial continues switching scenes between Robyn driving through the city, 
shopping for groceries, to showing green forest landscapes, and her dancing.  

During the commercial Robyn talks with her friend on the phone. In this conversation she talks 
about how she feels like a small piece of the world and how she wants to be a recyclable person. 
She also talks about that they need to work but at the same time must have the chance to dance, 
since you never know when it is going to end, it is only now.  

The commercial ends with Robyn parking at the top of a hill with a view over the city saying 
“Ska man välja att se världen eller ha den kvar? Vill man ens ha den kvar om man inte har sett 
den?” Which is translated to “Should you see the world or keep it? Do you even want to keep 
it if you have not seen it?” 

Volvo - Vintersaga - (2015-01-17) 
The commercial Vintersaga uses the song by the Swedish artist Amanda Bergman with the 
same name as a narrative for the commercial. It starts with a snowy landscape and ice-covered 
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lakes. It moves on to a hazy football field that pictures a lonely girl, a young girl in the backseat 
of a car, to a lighthouse surrounded by bad weather. The commercial pictures a snow-covered 
road, a couple running upstairs in cold weather, a car starting to drive in the dark with bright 
lights around it, before a beach is shown in the night with a man covered in a blanket by a 
bonfire.  

The song beat switches to a more up-tempo beat while windy weather is shown against cliffs 
before showing a car parked by a lake, which later on is driving away. After that three different 
girls, two standing by a lake and one walking in a corn field in windy weather are shown. It 
continues with a Volvo driving fast on snow-covered roads and Timbuktu, which is a Swedish 
rapper, walks on a cold beach. After this section they cut the commercial between different 
sections to picture darker weather by using late night settings with a young girl in a car, an old 
man in his home, boats in the water in windy weather and Oskar Linnros who is another 
Swedish artist, standing in the rain.  

The commercial continues to cut in different similar situations that pictures cold and windy 
weather, and darkness followed by a Volvo car driving on snow-covered roads and through 
snowy mountain landscapes. In the middle of the landscape there is a cabin where it shows 
Börje Salming, a famous former ice hockey player, lighting up a stove and a man walking 
through the snow.  

The last section of the commercial brings back similar situations that has already been shown 
to summarize the commercial with people out in the bad weather. The commercial shows these 
Swedish celebrities already mentioned together with Emma Green, a Swedish athlete, in a car 
and Amanda Bergman who is singing the Vintersaga song. 

Volvo - Made by People (2016-01-21) 
The commercial starts early in the morning with illustrating three different families waking up 
and having breakfast. The focus is on one member of each family from that they wake up, 
having breakfast to when they go to work by different transportation through Stockholm. One 
is riding a bike, one goes by bus, while another one is driving a Volvo. 

In the next scene, a car factory is started, where people assemble cars and the whole process to 
manufacture a car from planning to production is shown. During this section the people shown 
earlier in the commercial works for Volvo within different departments such as assembling, 
welding, designing and planning. All these different people that are shown are by different 
ethnicities and genders. 
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The commercial ends with a Volvo car doing a test drive in a factory tunnel to a real tunnel. 
The last thing that is shown is: Made by; Croatia, Belgium, Germany, Greece, China, Turkey, 
Sweden, and people. Sweden and people stay on the screen longer than the other countries. 

Volvo - Made by Sweden. “Prologue” feat Zlatan Ibrahimovic (2016-06-03)  
Once again Zlatan Ibrahimovic is starred in one of Volvos’ commercials. The commercial is 
illustrating him waking up at home saying in English: “I come from a different place…”. He 
continues to talk about his background while working out at home, “I didn’t have much, just 
my restless mind and my big dreams”. Zlatan picks up a Swedish national football jersey with 
his name on it and walks out when saying “I didn’t think like them, I worked harder than 
anyone”. He gets into a Volvo and drives down the streets of Paris while he keeps talking “I 
listened, but i didn’t always follow. I knew what was right for me”. While driving in to a 
crowded street with fans shouting his name and waving Swedish flags he continues: “If there 
is anything I learned, you don’t get chances, you take them. You roll your own way, but never 
forget where you came from” and it ends with Zlatan driving into a football stadium.   

Volvo - The Get Away Car (2017-01-26) 
The Get Away Car is a commercial that starts with showing different people around the world 
early in the morning, getting ready for the day. With a narrative voice that talks about the 
memory of being in school and the goal was to get to the next step of classes and finally into 
the real world. As the narrator talks about “being about 45 years old, you have arrived”, the 
people in the commercial are looking out through their windows.  

The narrator talks about that you should not plan for the future since you will not be there and 
only be in the present and in another future. Meanwhile the people in the commercial start to 
prepare different activities such as preparing a surfboard, fishing gear, bike, camera and kayak. 
They load their Volvo car with what they have prepared and drive away in their respective city. 
All the people in the commercial are going away for their particular activity and the 
commercials ends with the narrator saying: “You can’t live at all, if you can’t live fully now”.  

Volvo - Omtanke - Volvo Cars (2017-03-31) 
This commercial starts with a young girl sleeping, there is bad weather and a car driving with 
loud music in it. It continues with the young girl sitting in the backseat while her mother is 
driving. This young girl talks for most of the commercial about her thoughts about cars. That 
cars used to be about freedom and joy, but that she today sees cars in accidents with other cars 
and people and that they are polluting our air. She continues by questioning how those who 
produce cars make them for race tracks and not our streets and wonders if it is this way it should 
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be. She wonders if there is someone doing it differently, caring about mothers and fathers, 
children, the ocean, the forest, our air and everything. While she talks about that, different 
situations of accidents, polluted air and cars racing in the city are shown. It then cuts scenes to 
when people are moving freely in the city, being by the ocean and big fields. 

The second section of the commercial plays joyful music and shows different settings where 
children are playing with each other, a girl running and getting in to a car in the rain, families 
having fun and joyful moments. In between the happy scenes, a Volvo car is shown while 
driving. It ends with the girl sitting in the backseat of a Volvo driving away on a road in the 
middle of a big field in the sunset.  

Volvo - Moments (2017-06-08) 
Moments is a commercial that shows two different stories that plays out simultaneously.  

The first one is about a little girl who is nervous about her first day of school. She talks to her 
mother who tries to calm her down, saying that everyone is nervous about their first day in 
school and the girl replies “But I don’t know what is going to happen” whereupon her mother 
answers “Yeah you do, you can decide”. It continues with the small girl telling her story of 
what is going to happen during her years in school, who is going to be her friends, and what 
they are going to do after she finishes school. She will travel the world, she will get a job, meet 
someone, own a house and get her own family. During this time scenes from what she talks 
about from her first day of school, years in college, travels, love, work and family is shown. 
Combined with this she starts walking to school, from that she leaves her house, waves goodbye 
to her mother to when she comes to a pedestrian crossing.  

The other story is cut into the first one in different moments and starts with a woman pouring 
up a cup of coffee, grabbing her car keys and saying goodbye to her husband. It continues with 
her getting into her car and driving out. It shows her driving through the city in the early 
morning sunrise. She talks in the phone and drives through a neighbourhood. She accidentally 
spills her coffee in the car and loses focus while coming up to a pedestrian crossing.  

This is where both stories meet and the Volvo car, which the woman is driving, detects the 
young girl and stops automatically. The woman driving looks at the girl in chock and the girl 
looks back and smiles.  

The commercial ends with the text “Ibland är det som aldrig händer, det viktigaste av allt” 
which translates to “Sometimes the things that don’t happen, what matters the most” before the 
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mother answering her daughter that her story sounds like a good plan. The girl replies to her 
mother “Yeah, let’s see what happens” before walking away from the car towards the school.   

Volvo - Designad För Generationer (2018-02-21) 
This commercial starts with a woman driving in a Volvo over a bridge by herself. The next 
thing you see is the same woman sitting in the backseat with a man, and later through green 
landscapes driving with the same man now in the front seat and a young girl in the back. 
Thereafter it shows the three of them having a picnic next to a lake, and both packing and 
unpacking the car. It later shows the same woman driving with three older girls in the backseat 
talking lively.  

The commercial ends with a Volvo driving through different landscapes, a young girl is shown 
in the backseat looking out and then cutting back to the same frame as in the start, of the woman 
driving over the bridge. 

Volvo - Alla Äventyr Räknas (2019-01-25) 
This commercial starts with showing different landscapes such as a forest, a car driving on 
narrow roads, an ocean, snowy roads, snowy mountains and a lake in the morning with haze 
over it. 

As the landscapes are shown, a woman says: “what makes an adventure an adventure? Drive 
thousands of miles, Climb cliffs or travel over the Atlantic Ocean? Or is it closer than we think? 
Where the road narrows down, the ground gets bumpy, asphalt turns into gravel roads, road 
signs covered in snow, big as small, known as unknown. Maybe it is just around the corner”.  

IKEA - Allt för ditt julstök (2014-11-05) 
The commercial starts by playing a song where they are singing “It’s alright”. Throughout the 
video the audience gets to follow people who are struggling with the preparations for 
Christmas.  

For example, a woman struggles to hang up a Christmas star in the window, a boy does not 
have enough wrapping paper for his Christmas gift, and a man is taking out a Santa cookie out 
of the oven, but the result does not look like the picture in the recipe.  Other typical problems 
associated with Christmas preparations such as not fitting the entire text on the Christmas card, 
messy butterscotch making, and burning the Christmas ham are also shown in the commercial, 
resulting in people getting frustrated and stressed out. 

The commercial ends with a family ordering pizza, together with the hashtag #detblirjuländå, 
which in English could be translated into “there will be Christmas anyway”. 
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IKEA - Hög tid att fira (2015-04-08) 
With happy music in the background, the commercial starts with an interracial couple cutting 
their wedding cake. At the same wedding an older man gets eye contact with an older woman. 
In the next scene, the two elder people are having their own wedding on a sunny beach, where 
two young girls get eye contact with each other. The scene after are showing the two girls 
marrying each other under water in diving equipment. A young man and a woman meet during 
the scuba wedding and marry each other in a costume themed wedding in the next sequence of 
the commercial. The commercial ends with the quote “För alla fester” which in English would 
be directly translated into “For every party”. In the finishing scene a girl dressed as an elf 
discover another elf at the wedding party. 

IKEA - Leva utan dörr (2015-12-01) 
This commercial begins with an old lady looking through her peep-hole from her apartment to 
see if anyone else is in the stairwell. When she sees that no one else is there, she hurries out 
and locks the door behind her. As this sequence is shown the following text is shown: “8 av 10 
säger att de vill umgås mer med andra. Vad händer om vi tar bort det största hindret?”. Which 
directly translated into English is “8 out of 10 say they want to socialize more with other people. 
What would happen if we remove the biggest obstacle?”. 

In the following scene, a man runs down the stairwell, when he suddenly stops and look at an 
apartment which is missing the front door. As he walks towards the apartment, a woman walks 
out from the bathroom only wearing a towel. When they see each other the woman screams, 
and the man runs away. When he has run away the woman wearing the towel looks shocked 
over the missing front door. 

The next day, the old lady locks her door, and as she turns around, she sees the missing front 
door across the hallway. The lady enters the apartment and is greeted and welcomed by a young 
girl. More and more people from the block join the apartment, which is crowded with people 
socializing and laughing together. They eventually become so many they fold out the table and 
bring IKEA chairs so more could join. The commercial ends with a text saying “Tillsammans 
är allt möjligt”, which in English could be directly translated to “Together everything is 
possible”. 

IKEA - Laga mat med barnen (2016-02-02) 
The commercial starts with a man preparing dinner alone in the kitchen with calm music in the 
background. The following text is shown for the viewers: “7 av 10 föräldrar vill ha mer tid med 
sina barn. Varför inte ge dem mer plats i köket?”, which is translated to: “7 out of 10 parents 
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want to spend more time with their children. Why not give them more space in the kitchen?”. 
As this is shown, children start entering the kitchen, abruptly cancelling the calm music and 
having more energetic music playing. 

As the children are trying to help cooking, the kitchen turns into a mess, and the food does not 
come out as planned for the father. However, one of the kids starts making ground beef which 
gives the father the idea of making burgers instead of the initial dish. Thereafter, scenes of the 
children and the father laughing and helping each other making burgers are shown. As they sit 
down to eat, the father looks at the mountain of dishes in the sink and turn down the lighting 
using a remote control to avoid looking at it. The commercial ends with the quote “Tillsammans 
är allt möjligt”, in English “Together anything is possible”. 

IKEA - Grannar Tillsammans (2016-04-04) 
The commercial starts with only a text showing “8 av 10 känner sig mer öppna när värmen 
kommer, varför inte vara öppna tillsammans?” which directly translated to English means “8 
out of 10 are feeling more open when the heat is coming, why not be open together?”. The 
commercial shows a neighbourhood consisting of a lot of different people, some of which are 
growing their own vegetables, some are having hens etc. Some of the neighbours have a hole 
in their hedge where they are passing over different food i.e. eggs, fruits and vegetables. As 
happy music starts playing, the neighbours are helping each other to set a table and fixing 
accessories for a neighbourhood party in one of the gardens. The commercial ends showing the 
neighbours having a good time together at the party along with the text “Tillsammans är allt 
möjligt” which in English is translated to “Together everything is possible”. 

IKEA - Varannan Vecka (2016-09-04) 
The commercial starts with a father getting his son from his ex-wife’s home. When they are 
waiting for the boy to come down from his room, the parents are having an awkward silence. 
Then the commercial cuts to the boy who has packed his bag, and before leaving the room he 
is packing his colour pens from his desk. 

In the next scene the boy is looking out of the car window in the back seat of a Volvo with the 
colour pens in his hands. When the father and son has arrived at the dad’s apartment, the boy 
enters his room, which is decorated the exact same way as his room at his mother’s home. The 
boy lays his pens at the exact same position on the desk as they were laying in his other room, 
and he sits down and continues to do what he did at his mother’s house. The commercial ends 
with “Där livet händer”, meaning “Where life happens”. 
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IKEA - Vardag (2017-08-01) 
A woman is on her way home from work, just finished grocery shopping. She looks tired when 
she enters her apartment, and as she opens the front door, she sees that the hallway is full of 
bags and shoes. The apartment is messy with things everywhere, and the kitchen sink is full of 
dirty dishes. All her children are home, but no one has cleaned up anything. In frustration the 
mother drops all groceries on the floor and walks out to the balcony. As she slams the door 
after her, the children notice that she is home, and decide to start cleaning the apartment and 
preparing food. When the mother enters the apartment again, she sees all the kids helping, with 
a song in the background where they are singing “It’s a beautiful life, sometimes we forget”. 
The video ends with the text “Där livet händer”, in English “Where life happens”. 

IKEA - Möte i natten (2018-08-13) 
The commercial starts with a group of friends walking during the night, with spooky music in 
the background. As they are walking, the viewers can see people hiding behind cars, getting 
ready to jump at the group of friends. As the people jump out in front of them, the group of 
friends are getting scared. However, as it shows, it was just a friendly prank as the people 
scaring were friends with them. They all greet each other, and later walk together to a garden 
where a party has just started. The commercial ends with a text saying “Där livet händer”, 
directly translated in English to “Where life happens”. 
 

IKEA - Idolen (2018-08-19) 
A boy is drawing a picture when his dad is returning home from work. The boy gets up and 
greet his father with a hug. However, the dad gets a phone call and answers it, hence not giving 
attention to his son. The boy continues to draw pictures. In the next scene, the dad is taking his 
son to a fishing trip but is talking in his phone the entire time. The following scene shows them 
sitting together at a table. However, the dad is not showing interest in what the son is doing but 
is talking in his phone. A song starts playing with the lyrics “Sit down beside me and stay a 
while, let our hearts do their parts”. As the song plays in the background, the father finds his 
son’s paintings. In every drawing the father has a cell phone to his ear, which makes the father 
feel guilty. The dad ends his phone call and leaves his phone on the table, and joins the son 
who is playing video games, giving him his undivided attention. The commercial end with the 
text “Där livet händer”, in English “Where life happens”. 

IKEA - Lilla Magikern (2018-11-04) 
The commercial starts by showing a family dinner. A small girl enters the dining room dressed 
as a magician to entertain the family. Playful music starts while she does her first trick, where 
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she made a spoon disappear by laying a blanket over it and shoving it down on the floor. The 
family hears the spoon hitting the floor, but act impressed, cheering the girl on with applauds. 
In her second trick, she raises and lower the brightness of the lamp using a remote control 
behind her back, as she waives with a wand. The family applauds even more, making the girl 
smile in confidence. In her last trick, the girl pulls away the table cloth, resulting in all food 
and porcelain flying everywhere. While this happens, the commercial is played in slow motion, 
showing the family screaming inaudibly as the playful music is played loudly. In the end, the 
text “Där livet händer” shows, which is in English could be translated to “Where life happens”. 

4.2 Findings in Interviews  
This section of the empirical study was gathered through semi-structured interviews that was 
conducted with twelve interview respondents. These twelve answered questions regarding both 
companies. Before each interview, the respondents were shown one commercial from each of 
the two companies which the researchers found most suiting in regard to the companies’ 
respective brand identity based on the content analysis. The commercials that were shown were 
Volvo – Alla äventyr räknas (2019) and IKEA – Leva utan dörr (2015). The presentation of 
the findings will be presented per company and will follow the structure of the interviews. The 
interview questions that was used can be found in appendix B.  

Volvo Cars 
Out of the respondents everyone had used a Volvo car. However, not everyone had owned one 
themselves, only about half of the respondents. At the time of the interviews, only one of the 
respondents was an owner of a Volvo car, namely Lena B. When asked if they had seen any 
Volvo Cars commercials before, everyone except for Sara F had done it. When asked to specify 
which one, Nina, Carl and Filip recalled the commercial with Zlatan Ibrahimovic (2014). Carl 
also mentioned a commercial where Swedish House Mafia was featured. 

When asked about what the respondents associate with Volvo Cars, several different aspects 
were mentioned. Some of the most frequent answers were Swedish, quality, safety, and that it 
is a standard family car. Lena F and David associated Volvo Cars with more expensive and 
premium cars. Furthermore, Josef associated it with Zlatan Ibrahimovic, and referred to the 
collaboration between the company and the football player. 

The answers varied from respondent to respondent regarding Volvo Cars’ personality. Some 
of the respondents saw Volvo Cars as having a safe and familiar persona, with clear and simple 
foundations. Sara J and Sara F mentioned that they saw Volvo Cars as available, always being 
the same. Lena B and Filip could not connect Volvo Cars with a specific personality. Overall, 
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the respondents thought that Volvo Cars communicated clearly and well throughout the 
commercial with short messages and relatable images from Swedish nature. Several of the 
respondents agreed that it was directed towards a broad audience, whereas Lena F and Filip 
mentioned middle class adults specifically. However, Sara J thought the commercial was a bit 
unclear, since it did not focus that much on the car itself.  

About half of the respondents felt like they could relate to the commercial that was shown, 
whereas the other half could not relate to it. The ones who could relate to the situation shown 
in the commercial, most frequently claimed that it was because of the typical Swedish nature 
and landscape that was seen. David believed it to be aimed more to outdoorspeople who live 
in more rural areas. Of the respondents that did not relate to the commercial, Sara F and Anna 
felt that it was unrealistic and like a movie or a dream. However, Sara F said that they wanted 
to go for a road trip with a new and fresh car after seeing the commercial. Furthermore, Nina 
and Carl mentioned that it was too much nature for them to be able to relate to the commercial.  

When asked about how they believe other consumers view Volvo Cars, almost everyone 
answered that they believe others to see it as a safe and reliable car. Josef and David believed 
that consumers might see Volvo Cars as a changing brand, becoming more of a premium-
option brand. Carl however believed that Volvo Cars are not seen as exclusive, but rather as a 
safe and simple option. When asking about what makes Volvo Cars unique, the two most 
frequent answers were safety and quality. Nina, Josef and David brought up that Volvo Cars 
are Swedish. David also mentioned that the company has a unique position in Sweden with 
their heritage, and that Volvo Cars push on that when marketing their cars. Further, Josef 
reflected on the fact that the company tries to keep their Swedish heritage by ending the 
commercial with “made by Sweden”.  Furthermore, Sara J and Filip mentioned the design of 
the cars as a unique aspect of the brand. 

When being asked about in what situations the respondents would use a Volvo car, almost 
everyone said that they would use it in every scenario they could think of. The respondents 
mentioned long trips, driving to the mountains, school, work, and going abroad as situations 
where they would use it. No respondent could think of any situation where they would not feel 
okay to use a Volvo car. When asked about how they perceive people who drive a Volvo car, 
Sara F, Filip and David said that it depends on if it was a new or old Volvo car. Someone with 
a newer model would be perceived as well-educated, with good economy, whereas someone 
who drives an old model could be perceived as not as well-educated and with not as good 
economy. Carl, Lena B and Anna see Volvo car owners as people who care for quality and 
safety. When trying to describe the typical Volvo car owner, everyone except for Filip and 
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Anna described someone who has a family, including children, Filip, Nina and Anna answered 
that the typical owner would be a middle-aged man using it as a company car. Lena F thought 
of elderly people.   

When asked about how they would feel using a Volvo car, the answers were quite diverse. 
Overall, people say that they would feel good, Josef would be proud since they view it as an 
exclusive car, and that they think that the newer models look good. Lena B, Lena F and Anna 
said that they would feel safe and comfortable. Carl mentioned a feeling of belongingness if 
using a Volvo car abroad since it is Swedish. They further elaborate that it would probably not 
feel the same using it in Sweden, since it would not be as outstanding there. Sara J and Sara F 
who answered that they would feel pride in owning a Volvo car claimed that it would be 
because they would own a car, and not as much to compare and assert themselves against 
others. Josef however said having a Volvo car would create pride since it is exclusive in regard 
to the price and the fact that Volvo Cars are communicating it in an exclusive way. Carl who 
did not have any particular feeling towards owning a Volvo car, said that something that could 
change that would be if they switch focus to be more exclusive. 

IKEA 
All the respondents have had an experience in either owning or using an IKEA product. Further, 
all the respondents own IKEA products today. About half of the respondents had seen 
commercials from IKEA besides the one the researchers showed them in the beginning of the 
interview. However, they had difficulties recollecting specific commercials. Lena B recalled 
Lilla magikern (2018). Filip recalled a commercial regarding adoption, while Anna 
remembered an IKEA commercial where they sit on a couch. 

When the respondents were asked about IKEA, they connected them mostly with Sweden, 
furnishing, Ingvar Kamprad, low prices, something for everyone and that they are a global 
company. Sara J mentioned simplicity when asked to describe the company. When it comes to 
what the respondents think that IKEA want to show in their commercials all of them mentioned 
that they are a company for everyone, and that IKEA want to include everyone no matter what 
demographic segment you belong to. Sara F, Filip and Anna believed that IKEA want to 
showcase that people want to engage more in social gatherings.  

When asked about IKEA’s personality the answers were a bit more split. Sara J and Nina 
believed that IKEA have a familiar personality and want to focus on the home feeling. Sara F, 
Lena F, Josef, Carl and David believed that IKEA simplicity and availability, where Sara F and 
Josef referred to their pick-up and build-it-yourself concept as an example of that. Filip 
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believed them to be a company with an open and inviting personality. Lena B and Anna did 
not think IKEA had a personality and that they were a bit inconsistent in their way of acting. 
The opinions regarding how IKEA talk to their consumers were once again split between the 
respondents. Sara J, Sara F and Carl thought that they talk in an open manner where they 
include everyone and picture an open environment. Some talked about that they are relaxed, 
kind and easy to understand in their way of communicating towards consumers. One 
respondent thought that they were changing their attitudes throughout commercials. Josef 
thought they were more neutral in their approach towards consumers compared to Volvo Cars. 
Some of the respondents did not really have an opinion on IKEA’s way of talking or acting 
towards their consumers. All the respondents with an opinion about how IKEA show this 
agreed that they show the inclusion part by using gatherings between people in their 
commercials and that everyone is welcomed. Lena B believed that when IKEA use a story it is 
more engaging to watch and to follow what happens.  

When being asked if they could relate to the IKEA commercial, the responses were divided 
into two sides; those who could relate and those who could not relate. Sara J and Carl thought 
that the setting IKEA show get a bit exaggerated and more of what the ideal world would be 
like, and therefore found it a bit hard to relate to. Lena B could neither relate to the commercial. 
Josef mentioned that they related to the commercial since they have seen other IKEA 
commercials, which shows similar situations as part of a story, and referred to that IKEA use 
social gatherings in their commercials. Sara F, Lena F and David mentioned that it is typical to 
not engage and connect with neighbours, which they could relate to. Nina and Anna talked 
about only having the furniture or IKEA products in the surroundings and not putting much 
focus on them.  

When asked about the respondents' thoughts of how others view IKEA, all respondents except 
Carl and Lena B mentioned the lower prices at IKEA and that it could be viewed as potentially 
lower quality than other brands because of that. Everyone except Nina, Lena F and Filip 
mentioned that IKEA aim towards a larger audience. Carl and Filip mentioned that IKEA could 
be viewed as simple while Sara F talked about that it could be hard to build up your own 
furniture. Sara F talked about that they are a pleasant company when it comes to service. On 
the question of what make IKEA unique everyone excepts Nina, Lena F and Sara F and Filip 
answered that they have almost everything and for everyone when it comes to products. Lena 
F, Filip, David and Anna thought that their low price is unique, in comparison to their 
competitors.  believed that the fact that you build up your own purchased furniture was unique. 
David mentioned that the fact that IKEA come from Sweden make them unique.   
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When it comes to if or when the respondents would use products from IKEA all respondents 
agreed that they use the furnisher at home. Sara F, Nina, Lena F, Filip, David talked about the 
use of decorations from IKEA such as candles, napkins, hooks and plates. Some of the 
respondents also elaborated their answer by discussing of what situations they might not use 
IKEA products. Sara F said that they would not give away IKEA products as a gift or use 
products for a nicer dinner. Sara F did not want a complete IKEA home and Carl would not 
use IKEA for the bathroom. When asked about their view on someone else using IKEA 
products, all respondents would view them as everyday people in society and not reflect that 
much about it. Sara F mentioned a friend who was buying a couch and did not want to buy 
from IKEA because he wanted a quality couch, When the respondents were asked to describe 
the typical consumer at IKEA everyone except Anna agreed that it could be anyone in society. 
Five of the respondents were a bit more specific on top of this, that it could be families, 
students, middle age or someone with not that much money to spend on furniture or 
decorations. Anna identified the typical IKEA consumer as a younger woman around her 30s 
who has children. 

The respondents were asked how they saw themselves when using or owning IKEA products. 
Sara J, Sara F, Josef, Filip and David answered that they did not feel anything special, but as 
everyone else in society. Nina and Lena F answered that they liked IKEA’s products and 
therefore were happy with themselves. Nina also mentioned the self-assembling as a reason for 
feeling happy, along with the products being innovative and stylish. Anna and Carl said that 
they felt price-conscious and that they have good products to decent prices. The respondents 
who said that they felt like everyday persons argued that it was mostly because of the pricing 
and that it is so available for everyone. Carl, who felt just like anyone else when using IKEA 
products, argued that it was due to that it has always been around at home since a younger age.  
Sara F and Carl said that to change the feeling they had about using IKEA’s products, the brand 
should focus on having more exclusive products or designs that do not resemble typical IKEA 
products.        
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5 Analysis  
In this chapter an analysis of the empirical findings will be presented for the reader. It will 

start with a short description of the six facets in the Brand Identity Prism, it will follow with 

presenting the content analysis of the commercials done on each company and present the 

company summaries. It will later present the findings that was gathered through the conducted 

interviews. The discussion about implementations, aligning brand identity with brand image 

and H&Ms implementation will be presented in the upcoming chapter connected with the 

research questions.  

5.1 Content Analysis   
When analyzing the brand identity of Volvo Cars and IKEA, Kapferers (2012) Brand Identity 
Prism has been used which is presented below. The six different facets were used separately to 
analyze the brand identity of both companies, hence they are presented in the similar structure 
moving forward in the analysis.   

Figure 5.1. The Brand Identity Prism 

 

Source: Kapferer, 2012, page 158  1 

The table below shows the summaries of important aspects for both companies’ analyzed brand 
identity within Kapferer’s (2012) Brand Identity Prism that will be discussed in this analysis. 
The full content analyses for both companies and their individual commercials are presented 
in appendix C.  
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Table 5.1. Brand Identity Summary  

 

5.1.1 Brand Identity – Volvo Cars 

Physique  
Several different themes could be identified from the analyzed commercials. However, the 
most frequent ones related to physique were; Volvo cars, landscape, Nordic weather, Swedish 

celebrities and family, based on our investigation. 

Even though Volvo cars were identified in each of the analyzed commercials, they were mostly 
used as tools to bring the story forward rather than being the main focus of it. An example of 
this is “Robyn - Made by Sweden” (2014), where the Swedish celebrity Robyn is driving a 
Volvo car in a city while talking about different dilemmas regarding the environment and 
enjoying life. The commercial ends with her saying “Should you see the world or keep it? Do 
you even want to keep it if you have not seen it?”. This refers to the environmental impact that 
is associated with traveling and driving cars for example. Using celebrities as part of their 
storytelling in their commercials could be a way for Volvo Cars to create positive brand 
association and brand awareness among consumers when they think about Volvo Cars, relating 
to the work of Dew and Kwon (2009). However, as stated by Fog et al. (2005) it is crucial that 
the storytelling is applicable to the brand’s core values. Therefore, when having celebrities in 
their commercials, it is important that the celebrities are perceived as connected with the brand 
identity of Volvo Cars. Otherwise they might mislead consumers image of the brand, which 
could affect the brand association that consumers have of the brand negatively.  
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In “Omtanke” (2017), many scenes show typical Swedish landscapes and Nordic weather to 
create a resemblance for consumers. As seen in the commercial Nordic weather consist of great 
contrasts. Sometimes the weather and landscapes are rough, cold and rainy, while at other times 
it is sunny and warm. By including a Swedish climate and families in most of their 
commercials, Volvo Cars points to their heritage and tradition of being a typical Swedish 
family car (Volvo Cars, n.d-a). This goes in line with the description de Chernatony (2010) and 
Kapferer (2012) stated for the physique facet of the Brand Identity Prism that it should point 
to pictures and traditions connected with the brand. Further on, by having consistent messages 
throughout their televised commercials, namely the recurrent Swedish landscapes and Nordic 
weather, Volvo create a strong brand identity which they communicate. According to Nandan 
(2005) and Roy and Banarjee (2014) the use of consistency and continuous communication are 
crucial to effectively portray the brand identity and to have a consistent alignment between 
brand identity and image. 

Personality  
Volvo Cars use many different personality characteristics throughout their commercials. 
However, the most frequent traits found when analyzing were patriotic, active, thoughtful, 

familiar and determined.  

In the “Zlatan – Made by Sweden” (2014) commercial patriotic, familiar, active and 

determined were some of the keywords used to describe the personality. Patriotic could be 
viewed with the national anthem being played in the background throughout the commercial. 
Familiar was shown with viewing Zlatan’s family situation and the familiarity of the Swedish 
landscapes where the commercial took place. Active is seen by Zlatan hiking, swimming and 
living out in the forest. Determined can also be seen in the sense of Zlatan hunting and living 
out in the wild with a goal of finding what he is hunting for. It can also be the sense of not 
giving up.  

The commercial “Alla Äventyr Räknas” (2019) also includes four of the keywords mentioned. 
Patriotic is shown by the Volvo car driving around in typical Nordic landscapes and the 
narrative voice talking about that all adventures might be closer than you think. Familiar links 
to the part of travelling around in the familiar Nordic landscapes. The part of active can be 
viewed in the sense of the need to travel and see new places. Lastly the key word thoughtful 

can be understood by the want to travel, but that all that you really want might be just around 
the corner. It can be analyzed as being thoughtful towards the environment. Furthermore, in 
“Moments” (2017) Volvo Cars highlight their vision that nobody would be killed or seriously 
injured in or by a Volvo car by 2020 (Hobbs, 2016), as the commercial shows how the new 
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technical innovations that are included in the cars help avoiding accidents. By illustrating in 
the commercial how they have worked to achieve the stated goal of no serious injuries, the 
company communicate a genuine and thoughtful brand personality. By building their brand 
persona with the help of storytelling in the way they have done, Volvo Cars could enhance 
their brand and emotional connection to their target audience (Doyle, 2016). 

Relationship  
Within the relationship facet it was identified that Volvo Cars build around the Swedish 
heritage. The most common identified keywords were Swedish celebrities, Swedish heritage, 

familiar and possibilities.  

In “Vintersaga” (2015) three out of the four keywords were found; Swedish celebrities, Swedish 

heritage and familiar. The aspect of Swedish celebrities is easy to spot since several celebrities 
are shown, such as Oskar Linnros, Emma Green and Timbuktu for example. The familiar 

aspect links to the song played during the commercial talking about Swedish places, the places 
shown are Swedish and the typical Nordic climate. The key word Swedish heritage is about the 
combination of these two which shows fundamental aspects that is connected to Sweden.  

The last key word possibilities refer to what you can and want to achieve. In “Moments” (2017) 
a young girl is seen talking about her future from her first day in school to when she is grown 
up with her own family. In connection with that, the commercial show how the Volvo car 
automatically detects the girl when she walks over the street and stops while driver was 
distracted. How that gave the young girl the possibility to realise these plans.  

The relationship that Volvo Cars want towards their consumers is also linked with their 
tradition of being a Swedish company and their Swedish heritage. They act on the fact by using 
Swedish celebrities and settings in their commercials for the consumers to create familiarity 
and for consumers to be able to relate to them. Volvo Cars also want to create a relationship 
where consumers associate their vehicles with possibilities. They want to create stories that 
make them connect with their consumers through emotions and values of the brand rather than 
having Volvo cars in focus, which create a feeling of quality and trustworthiness to the 
company if it is done correctly, according to Martinus and Chaniago (2017). 

Culture  
The vision of Volvo Cars, to make people’s lives easier, safer and better, is easily seen through 
the way the company shows their culture in the analyzed commercials. The most frequent 
keywords that the researchers identified from the commercials were; safe, caring, and 

sustainability.  
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In “Omtanke” (2017) the focus is on a girl who is questioning the purposes of the car industry, 
that she sees cars in accidents and cars that are polluting the air which can be directly connected 
to safety, caring, and sustainability. By mentioning these issues that is connected to the car 
industry, Volvo Cars position themselves on the “good side”, showing empathy for both people 
and the environment. Another commercial that is putting light on the environmental impact by 
humans is “Alla Äventyr Räknas“ (2019), where a woman questions if it is necessary to travel 
far away to have it counted as an adventure. The narrative of this commercial is to enlighten 
the environmental issues and sustainability by showing the beauty in snowy Swedish 
landscapes, and that it is easily accessible with the help of a Volvo car. 

The culture that Volvo Cars portray to their consumers through their commercials is about 
caring for the family, environment, other in traffic and everything in the surrounding of a Volvo 
car. They want to create a safe, caring and sustainable culture. According to Kapferer (2012), 
it is the culture and relationship facets that are used to bridge the gap between the sender and 
receiver. Hence, it is important for Volvo Cars to have these two facets aligned to be able to 
succeed in their marketing strategy of storytelling. As Roy and Banarjee (2014) concluded, 
consistency in the communication was crucial to succeed. When looking at the complete 
content analysis of Volvo Cars (See appendix C), the messages were somewhat spread and 
inconsistent in the analyzed commercials, which could be an issue when aligning the brand 
identity to the brand image. 

Reflection  
Within reflection as mentioned earlier it is how a consumer want to be seen by its peers when 
using/owning the specific product from how it is shown in the brands commercial. From Volvo 
Cars’ commercials, it was identified that patriotic, driven, joyful and active were the main 
keywords.  

The commercial “Made by Sweden. Prologue feat Zlatan Ibrahimović” (2016) was analyzed 
and found that keywords describing it was patriotic and driven. Patriotic was shown by 
picturing Zlatan while folding his national team jersey, showing sequences of him in the 
national team and being proud to play for Sweden. Driven can be analyzed from that during 
the commercial Zlatan talks about where he has come from, what his road to being successful 
has been like and ending with the words “If there is anything I learned, you don’t get chances, 
you take them. You roll your own way, but never forget where you came from”. 

“The Get Away Car” (2017) was identified with the two other keywords, active and joyful. 

Active is analyzed from that all individuals in the commercial are pictured as successful, but 
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even though they might live in the city, they all have a hobby that is done out in the nature. 
How they are able to go from their home to either go fishing, kayaking or surfing. Joyful is 
viewed during the same time as this when all the individuals enjoy the part of getting out to do 
their respective hobby by themselves or with someone in their family.  

When it comes to Volvo Cars consumers’ they are patriotic for driving a Volvo car, pointing 
to the brand background which relates to the Swedish heritage (Volvo Cars, n.d-a), and that 
they show driven, joyful and active lives in the storytelling, which relate to Volvo Cars mission 
to make people’s lives easier, safer and better (Volvo Cars, n.d-b). 

Self-Image  
Self-image and how a consumer view themselves when using/owning a certain product can be 
viewed from how they portrayed the individuals in their commercials. From this it was 
analyzed that Fulfilling, Pride, Responsible, Exclusive and Successful were the leading 
keywords.  

The keywords fulfilling, pride and responsible could be found when analyzing the commercial 
“Omtanke” (2017). Responsible comes from when the young girl talks about the responsibility 
of those who make cars, that they should not be built for race tracks but our streets instead, 
while riding in a Volvo car. Fulfilling comes from that the people owning a Volvo car are 
happy and enjoy their company with loved ones. Pride is the aspect of the individual being 
proud of driving a Volvo car that is built for our streets and are safe for everyone.  

When it comes to exclusive and successful the commercial “Made by Sweden. Prologue feat 
Zlatan Ibrahimović” (2016) includes both. Exclusive and successful are portrayed in the sense 
that even a rich and well-known athlete such as Zlatan can own and drive a Volvo car proudly. 
As the self-image reflects the internal mirror of how consumers want to feel or see themselves 
(de Chernatony, 2010; Kapferer 2012), the feeling Volvo Cars want to transfer to their 
consumers is that they can feel exclusive and successful if they own or drive a Volvo car, just 
as Zlatan. 

5.1.2 Brand Identity – IKEA 

Physique  
The most frequent themes the researchers found related to the physique facet were IKEA 

products, everyday life and family.  

A commercial that encapsulated all three themes was “Vardag” (2017), where the mother 
arrives home to her apartment with groceries after a workday. As she arrives home tired, the 
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apartment is messy, even though all her children are home. This situation shows how everyday 

life for most people might not always be joyful or fun but can often be frustrating and tiresome 
as well. However, when the children notice the mother’s frustration and start cleaning the 
home, the commercial highlights the fact that family and showing gratefulness through small 
gestures make everyday life easier and more positive. In the end of the commercial, the 
audience are exposed to IKEA products along with their respective price in connection with the 
clean home and the positive atmosphere. This could be a way in which IKEA make consumers 
connect the positive everyday life gestures of helping each other, with IKEA’s products, 
creating a positive attitude towards the brand. This commercial can be seen to follow one of 
IKEA’s recent themes that focus more on everyday situations (Törner, 2017). This kind of 
commercial that follows a specific theme can be viewed as IKEA having created a brand 
persona and therefore being able to strengthen the connection to their consumers (Herskovits 
& Malcolm, 2010). Furthermore, by having the phrase “Där Livet Händer” in the end of each 
commercial, IKEA create consistency through their storytelling, which is crucial according to 
Nandan (2005) and Roy and Banarjee (2014). The consistency in their messages makes it easier 
for consumers to connect IKEA to everyday life, as their products are used in daily situations 
(Nandan, 2005; Roy & Banarjee, 2014). 

Personality  
Familiar, joyful, openness and inviting were the most common keywords that occurred while 
analyzing the personality facet of IKEA’s commercials. 

“Hög tid att fira” (2015) showed several of the most frequent personality traits. The commercial 
gave a familiar, joyful and open impression of the brand as the settings of several different 
creative weddings took place. The diversity and happiness surrounding the weddings created a 
familiar and joyful personality associated with IKEA as weddings are part of people’s lives to 
celebrate and get together to have a good time. Elaborating on the diversity of the weddings, 
by showing weddings including mixed-race, same-sex, old and young couples marrying each 
other, IKEA create a personality built on openness and inclusion. What is shown in this 
commercial is in line with what Lundqvist et al. (2012) say that storytelling enhances the brand 
experience for the consumers exposed to it.  

Another frequent personality characteristic that was found through the analysis of commercials 
was inviting. This trait could be seen in commercials such as “Leva utan dörr” (2015), “Laga 
mat med barnen (2016), and “Lilla magikern” (2018). In “Leva utan dörr” (2015), IKEA ask 
the audience what would happen if the biggest obstacle for not being together more with 
neighbours was taken away, referring to people’s front doors. As the commercial proceeds it 
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shows how such a situation would progress. It shows how people would be inviting and 
welcoming towards each other, which is an atmosphere that could be created with IKEA 
products. In the commercial the neighbours bring extra stools and fold out the table so more 
people could join, showing that IKEA would help bringing people together. However, the use 
of the IKEA products is not the central point of the commercial, but rather a tool to create an 
inviting and open environment. “Leva utan dörr” (2015) goes with IKEA’s previous campaigns 
that is more linked to peculiar and embarrassing situations (Törner, 2017). With the aspect of 
a more embarrassing commercial it is possible that IKEA had the thought to play on the 
consumers brand awareness and recognition that is the inner thought and memory of a brand 
(Dew & Kwon, 2009).  

This use of storytelling could be effective to create a feeling that the brand wants to connect to 
consumers through emotions and values rather than showing a commercial only to promote 
their products (Lundqvist et al., 2012). Positive associations and emotions towards the brand 
can thereby occur among consumers as they can relate to the personality shown by the brand 
(Herskovitz & Malcolm, 2010). The brand personality that could be identified throughout the 
analyzed commercials is summed up to be familiar, joyful, open and inviting. As the brand 
wants to include everyday people and target as many consumers as possible, an open and 
inviting personality can make it easier for people to get positive associations with the brand 
since such traits tend to attract people, according to the researchers own preferences and 
experiences 

Relationship  
Throughout the analysis within the relationship facet, family, familiar and joyful were the most 
recurring keywords.  

In “Allt för ditt julstök” (2015), both family and familiar were found when analyzing it. The 
struggles associated with Christmas preparations that were shown in the commercial are easy 
to relate to for consumers watching, hence creating a familiar for regular people. Furthermore, 
as Christmas is associated with family and togetherness, IKEA illustrate that by showing the 
happy family eating pizza as a substitute when the Christmas ham gets burnt. By doing so, 
IKEA emphasize on the family and that being together is what matter the most during the 
holidays, and that everything else is in the peripheral and not as important.  

Another commercial that included some of the most frequent keywords related to the 
relationship facet was “Laga mat med barnen” (2016), which encapsulated the family 
relationship, but also a joyful relationship. As the commercial shows how chaotic it can be 
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when including your children when doing chores, such as cooking, it also shows how joyful 
and rewarding it can be. By thinking creative and having the right equipment and tools, chores 
can become fun activities spent with the family. IKEA then effectively embed their product, 
which is a remote control to handle the light, with a relatable situation, namely doing the dishes 
after cooking, a chore which people often consider boring. By using the remote control to turn 
down the light over the dishes, the father can stop worrying about that for a moment and instead 
enjoy the dinner with his children.  

Both of these commercials are about connecting with the consumers and possible situations 
that they may experience (Herskovitz & Malcolm, 2010). It can be analyzed that IKEA know 
what their values are for these types of situations and therefore making it possible to implement 
them (Mucundorfeanu, 2018). 

Through their commercials, IKEA are trying to create a familiar and joyful relationship with 
consumers by showing how regular families interact with each other, and how IKEA products 
help making life easier and more joyful for families. Furthermore, IKEA build on their brand 
identity by attempting to create a family relationship with consumers by showing family values, 
relatable events, and joy throughout their commercials (Herskovitz & Malcolm, 2010; 
Mucundorfeanu, 2018). 

Culture  
When analyzing the themes within in the facet culture the most frequent keywords was 
belongingness, openness, inclusion, everyday people and caring.  

The first three keywords belongingness, openness and inclusion can be seen in the commercial 
“Leva utan dörr” (2015). To start with belongingness, it was pictured in a way of when all the 
neighbours were gathered in one apartment and one other wanted to join, they all felt like they 
were a part of the gathering. It could be seen in the sense of being part of a community that in 
this case was the apartment building. Openness was shown by the family, which had their door 
removed and welcomed everyone into their home. This shows that people want to have an open 
home where everyone is welcomed. Inclusion goes together with openness by including 
everyone who showed up to the gathering and not leaving anyone out who lived in the 
apartment building. The owners of the apartment invited everyone who showed up at their 
doorstep. Here as well it is about the consumers brand awareness and recognition to remember 
the situation that normally occur (Dew & Kwon, 2009). It can be analyzed as IKEA want to 
create a culture with their consumers based on the perspective of being open and inclusive.  
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The last two keywords, everyday people and caring can be viewed in the commercial “Vardag” 
(2017) where every day struggles and life is showed for a mother who comes home to her 
teenage children. How she carries her bags in to their apartment and leaves suddenly because 
no one is helping her. Caring is showed in the sense of her children is reacting to that their 
mother feels that it is too much and runs out of the apartment. The children then start to help 
unpack the groceries for her. Everyday people can be seen throughout the commercial in the 
sense of it showing an ordinary family and their life situation, that could be anyone. This part 
of IKEA’s culture with caring and everyday people goes with what Thambert (2016) says that 
they are going to follow Ingvar Kamprad’s original vision “A better everyday life for the many 
people”.  

IKEA want to create a culture towards their consumers being open, inclusive, caring and that 
everyone belongs no matter who you are (Sax, 2006). They also want to create a culture which 
is related to the personality and relationship characteristics throughout their commercials. By 
showing scenes of family and friends caring for each other, the company wants to show an 
inclusive culture where everyone can feel that they belong, that IKEA are open and inclusive 
as a brand. 

Reflection  
The reflection facet had two keywords that appeared for several commercials; everyday people 

and inviting.  

One commercial illustrating both was “Grannar tillsammans” (2016). Both keywords are 
shown throughout the commercial by showing everyday people of different ages, genders and 
races who work and invite each other to cook a dinner together. This use of storytelling by 
IKEA is in line with Shankar et al. and Sax (2006) who suggest that storytelling helps issuing 
a framework to give meaning to situations (Shankar et al., 2001; Sax, 2006).  It can be viewed 
that IKEA help with connecting people together and make the atmosphere more inviting for 
everyone to join in and that this is the kind of people who use IKEA products (Lundqvist et al., 
2012). With IKEA’s certain personality, relationship and culture it can also be seen that IKEA 
want to make consumers look at other consumers who use IKEA products as inviting and 
everyday people (Mucundorfeanu, 2018).  

Self-Image  
The self-image facet had joyful, inclusive and belongingness as the most frequent keywords 
that appeared in the analysis.  
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“Laga mat med barnen” (2016) shows joyful in the sense of the moment when the children help 
their father cooking dinner and how they all enjoy the moment together in the kitchen. This 
goes in line with how Kapferer (2012) describes self-image, as the internal mirror of how IKEA 
want their consumers to feel. The commercial play on the aspect of parents that want more time 
with their children and could therefore include them in the cooking process. Inclusive is 
therefore finally shown when the parent is including all the children in the whole process of 
making dinner for everyone. Belongingness can be viewed in the way of the children taking 
part in making the dinner which makes them a part of what they are going to eat. It is how they 
do it together and spend time with each other and the whole experience. 

Based on this analysis IKEA want those who use their products to feel joy, the possibility to 
include everyone and make all of them feel like they are part of the situation and the experience 
through storytelling in their commercials. This is in line with what Lundqvist et al. (2012) 
concluded that the use of storytelling is a tool to enhance the brand experience. IKEA want to 
show people that being inclusive and feeling belongingness makes people feel good, and that 
IKEA can help making that possible by including their products in people’s everyday life. 
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5.2 Consumer Analysis  
When doing the analysis of the interviews concerning the brand image, certain keywords and 
phrases from the interviews have been used to summarize the data. These keywords/phrases 
have been gathered in a similar manner as from the commercials to describe the answers that 
was given by each respondent. The consumers’ brand image was also analyzed in the context 
of Kapferer’s (2012) Brand Identity Prism. The summaries of the respondents’ perceived brand 
image are illustrated in the table below. 

Table 5.2. Brand Image Summary  

 

5.2.1 Brand Image – Volvo Cars 

From the conducted interviews the researchers could conclude that the respondents were 
relevant consumers as most of them previously have been using or been exposed to Volvo 
Cars’ products and commercials and therefore have previous experience of the brand. 

Physique 
The analysis of the interviews showed that the most common physical attributes associated 
with Volvo Cars were Swedish, quality, safety, and a family car. From the interviews the 
researchers found that only two respondents associated Volvo Cars with premium cars, which 
might be a hint that the rebranding strategy Volvo Cars have tried to implement has not given 
a very strong positive result yet (Handley, 2018). However, one of the respondents who saw 
the brand as a premium option referred to the commercial with Zlatan Ibrahimovic, claiming 
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that the fact that the football star was featured gave the brand a more exclusive image. This 
goes with what Kapferer (2012) says of including the right front figures when branding. When 
being asked if they could recall any previous Volvo Cars commercials, only four could mention 
a specific one. Three respondents named the Zlatan Ibrahimovic commercial, whereas one 
mentioned a collaboration with the Swedish band Swedish House Mafia. According to Dew 
and Kwon (2009) there need to have been some exposure of the brand in terms of marketing 
for consumers to recollect the brand. The fact that most of the respondents could not recall a 
specific Volvo Cars commercial could be because they might already have a relation and 
associations with the company. According to Koll and Wallpach (2014) that could lead to 
consumers not being up to reinterpret information that is sent out from the company, which 
could explain the low rate of recalling respondents.  

Personality 
When asked about Volvo Cars’ personality, no unified answer could be taken out from the 
interviews. Some of the respondents saw Volvo Cars as having a safe and familiar personality 
with simple foundations. One of them stated that the familiarity is derived from the perception 
that Volvo Cars have always been the same, whereas two could not connect the brand with any 
specific personality. These two opinions differ quite a lot, which could be because of 
inconsistency in the communication from the company that Nandan, (2005) says may create 
gaps. Even though most of the respondents agreed that the communication was clear, there was 
some disagreement regarding that as well. One respondent mentioned that the commercial was 
unclear and that it was not enough focus on the car itself and that it therefore could be hard to 
connect to Volvo Cars. This can be due to Volvo Cars having changed their message 
throughout the years and not decoded the messages throughout their televised commercials in 
similar ways (Kapferer, 2012; Gaustad et al., 2018). 

Relationship  
When summarizing the interviews, the researchers could see that half of the respondents could 
relate to the commercial shown, while the other half could not. Even though the respondents 
were split, the reason for their opinion regarding the relatability was the same for both sides, 
namely the scenery consisting of the Swedish landscape. The ones who found it relatable could 
see themselves driving a Volvo car because of the familiar scenery, while the other half found 
it too dreamy and unrealistic. This split in opinions can be due to that the consumers decode 
the message differently (Kapferer, 2012).  
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Culture  
When analyzing the answers related to Volvo Cars culture, almost everyone saw Volvo Cars 
as a quality brand relying on their safety and reliability, which together with the Swedish 
heritage are what make the company unique. This shows that Volvo cars has been effective in 
their communication (Roy & Banarjee, 2014). Although, two of the respondents mentioned 
that they see Volvo Cars as a changing brand which are moving towards more of a premium-
product culture, which is what Handley (2018) mentions that Volvo Cars are trying to do.  

Reflection  
The analysis of the interviews showed that consumers had a consistent view of other Volvo car 
owners as people with good economy who care for quality and safety if it is a new model, 
whereas they would view them as the opposite if driving an older model. This builds on 
consumers brand knowledge and in this case is different for different models (Roy & Banerjee, 
2014). When guessing the typical Volvo car owner, most respondents described a family 
consisting of parents and children. This is reasonable, since the brand have been associated 
with safety solutions for a long time (Volvo Cars, n.d-a). One can assume that families 
prioritize safety when buying cars, which could be a reason why the respondents were agreeing 
to such a high extent about the typical Volvo car owner. 

Self-Image 
Describing how the consumers felt when using a Volvo car, the analyze showed that overall, 
people would feel good about themselves. The reasons behind were because some saw it as an 
exclusive car, while other would be safe and comfortable driving it, creating a good feeling. 
Mucundorfeanu (2018) discuss about having connection to what the brand stands for, which 
seems to be the case here. The fact that the car would be a Volvo car would not be the main 
reason to feel pride, but it would rather come from the fact of owning a car. As one of the 
respondents mentioned that Volvo Cars could create more pride in owning one of their vehicles 
would be to switch focus to become more of an exclusive brand, it can be seen that Volvo Cars 
aim to be viewed as more exclusive has not been effective yet (Handley, 2018). According to 
Koll and Wallpach (2014) this could be due to positive brand association and therefore harder 
to reinterpret changes in the communicated information. 

5.2.2 Brand Image – IKEA 

It was clear that all the respondents in the interviews had previous experience with IKEA that 
included owning or using IKEA products but that only half of the respondents could recollect 
previous exposure to the brand commercials (Dew & Kwon, 2009).  
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Physique 
When analyzing the interviews it could be seen that the respondents mostly connected the brand 
with IKEA’s heritage of being Swedish and their founder Ingvar Kamprad. According to 
Kapferer (2012) this can be connected to previous contact with a brand. It could also be seen 
that the respondents saw IKEA as a brand that want to include everyone no matter their 
demographic background and that they want people to engage with each other. Otherwise the 
respondents mostly connected the brand with their products and price strategy of being in the 
lower spectrum. This could be linked with a lot of previous contact with the brand (Kapferer, 
2012).  

Personality 

The overall personality that was analyzed on IKEA was not consistent between the respondents 
in the interviews. About half of the respondents had not any clear personality set for IKEA in 
the overall picture which could be due to inconsistency in their messaging in commercials 
(Ross & Harradine, 2011). The other part of the respondents that was seen to have an opinion 
on IKEA’s personality could be said to be family-targeted and that IKEA are an open brand 
that want to include everyone. According to Ross and Harradine (2011) it can be analyzed that 
this part of the respondents think they have consistent messaging.  

Relationship  
The overall analysis of the relationship between IKEA’s commercials and their consumers said 
that it is possible to relate to since it shows everyday people and situations. These aspects 
played on the part of being close to what the consumers could experience. It was also clear that 
IKEA to some extent could be a bit exaggerated in their commercials when showing some 
situations and therefore were those parts more difficult to relate to. The fact of only seeing the 
exaggerated parts in commercials can be due to an already set brand association (Koll & 
Wallpach, 2014).  

Culture  
When the overall picture of the IKEA culture was talked about it was clear that a dominant part 
of the respondents mostly referred to their lower prices or the aspect of building the products 
yourself and not the brand. That is connected to previous contact with the brand as Kapferer 
(2012) says and that the respondents already have a set brand association (Koll & Wallpach, 
2014). Only two of the respondents connected IKEA’s culture as Swedish during the 
interviews, which also could be explained with Kapferer’s (2012) and Koll and Wallpach’s 
(2014) research regarding consumer set brand association and their previous contact with the 
brands. The only part that could be connected to the brand was that IKEA have products for all 
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types of consumers and therefore wants to include everyone. This is about having previous 
brand knowledge and therefore also a particular brand association to the brand (Romaniuk & 
Nenycz-Thiel, 2013).  

Reflection  
Regarding how consumers can be viewed by each other when using IKEA products, the overall 
picture was that it could be anyone in society or just everyday people. This could be analyzed 
from the fact that the respondents would not view either themselves or others in any particular 
manner when it comes to the use of IKEA products. According to Keller (1993) this can be 
because the beliefs a consumer has of a brand. Some specifications could be found on who the 
consumers could be and that was; students, families and middle-aged people.  

Self-Image 

How consumers feel or see themselves when using IKEA products were analyzed to that it 
does not differentiate them from others and that they feel like everyday people. The consumers 
also felt like they were price-conscious with their decision of using IKEA products. This since 
the brand knowledge of having low prices and being available for everyone (Romaniuk & 
Nenycz-Thiel, 2013). The argument used for the overall answer of feeling like everyday people 
was due to the price range and that it therefore was seen as available for everyone.  

5.3 Comparing Brand Identity and Brand Image 
According to Fog et al. (2005) the most common reasons for potential gaps between the brand 
identity and brand image can be due to poor communication by the brand and failure in the 
delivery of products or services. Fog et al. (2005) have a model to illustrate these potential 
gaps, the gap model, that shows if the brand identity is either aligned or not (Fog et al., 2005). 
In the table below it is illustrated to what extent Volvo Cars and IKEA have aligned their brand 
identity and brand image. Those facets that were found to be aligned are marked with green 
and those facets that experience a gap are marked with red.  
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Table 5.3. Comparing Brand Identity and Brand Image 

 

The overall brand identity for Volvo Cars can be viewed as a brand with a strong Swedish 
heritage that are determined and active but still thoughtful in what they do. The brand wants to 
be connected to the Swedish heritage and aims to be a safe, caring and sustainable brand. It can 
therefore be argued that they have a clear brand persona (Herskovitz & Malcolm, 2010). Volvo 
Cars want their consumers to feel pride when using their cars, that they have succeeded by 
owning Volvo Cars’ exclusive products, and at the same time still take responsibility for their 
surroundings, this connects to that it gives meaning of having a Volvo car (Sax, 2006). This 
could be transferred to how they want consumers to see each other; as active people that are 
driven but still enjoy their situation. The consumers image on the other hand were that Volvo 
Cars are a Swedish brand with strong ties to quality, safety and being for the family, which can 
be linked to previous contacts with the brand (Kapferer, 2012). The consumers would view 
each other as having a good economy, being family-focused and caring about quality and 
safety. The self-image consumers have when driving a Volvo car were pride, exclusive and 
safe. This goes in line with Hobbs (2016) and Handley (2018) statements of Volvo Cars being 
the safer and a premium option. 

IKEA’s overall brand identity was analyzed to a brand for the everyday person and family with 
open, joyful and inviting characteristics. IKEA want to create a joyful aura aimed towards 
families and that they are open in the sense of including everyone, caring and wanting to create 
belongingness, and thereby aiming for an enhanced brand experience (Lundqvist et al., 2012). 
The way IKEA want the consumers to feel through their stories are joy, that they belong, and 
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inclusion. The consumers should view each other as nothing out of the ordinary but as everyday 
people who are inviting. It can be argued that IKEA have created a strong brand persona 
(Herskovitz & Malcolm, 2010). IKEA’s consumers on the other hand have a brand image of 
them being a Swedish brand that include everyone with low prices, this can be due to previous 
contact with the brand (Kapferer, 2012). The brand image is somewhat conflicted when it 
comes to who is asked, either the brand is inconsistent which Nandan (2005) talks about when 
showing their personality, or it is seen as open environment for the family who includes all. 
The culture and relationship around the brand are for the everyday people, it is inclusive with 
their prices but that the stories shown might feel exaggerated, which Koll and  Wallpach (2014) 
claim can be because of an already set brand association. The respondents do not feel anything 
special when using IKEA’s products, and feel the same about other consumers who are using 
IKEA products. This can be from the contacts with the brand being so ordinary it is nothing 
that stands out (Kapferer, 2012). 

The facets that Volvo Cars failed to communicate when portraying their brand identity through 
storytelling when compared to the brand image were personality and reflection. Volvo Cars 
personality were analyzed as patriotic, active, thoughtful, familiar and determined while the 
brand image was being safe, familiar and simple. It can be argued that the personality the 
respondents view is more linked to the product and not the brand in this case. Within reflection 
and how consumers should see each other, Volvo Cars aimed for patriotic, driven, active and 
joyful which are more about the personality of the other consumers. While the respondents 
would see others from the aspects of demographics with income level, family and that they 
value quality and safety. The reason why Volvo Cars failed overall in their communication for 
these facets can be because the brand aimed more for a feeling and underlying thoughts, while 
the respondents focused more on the visuals in the products and users of Volvo cars. The fact 
that the reflection facet did not align as well as most of the other facets is interesting since a 
similar result was found in the quantitative study by Ross and Harradine (2011) where they 
examined the alignment between brand identity and brand image within the value fashion 
clothing sector (Ross & Harradine, 2011). The fact that companies from different sectors have 
the same difficulties to communicate the desired reflection characteristics is interesting if 
considering Roy and Banarjee’s (2014) claims that communicating the brand identity 
effectively is of importance to create consumer loyalty (2014). In Volvo Cars’ case, the fact 
that neither the personality nor the reflection facets were aligned, could be correlated with each 
other, since Volvo Cars quite recently have changed their marketing and branding strategy 
regarding their brand persona (Hobbs, 2016; Handley, 2018). As changes in the communicated 
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messages from brands have a negatively effect on consumers regarding their reflection of the 
brand image (Gaustad et al., 2018), it can be argued that Volvo Cars may have confused their 
consumers because of their current rebranding strategy, which could have affected the 
respondents’ answers regarding personality and reflection.   

For IKEA, the facets where they failed in their communication were physique, relationship and 
self-image. Physique since the consumers linked them to their Swedish background and 
founder Ingvar Kamprad together with having low prices that includes everyone, while the 
analyzed physique was more about the everyday life and family. The relationship facet failed 
in the sense that IKEA’s analyzed keywords were family, familiar and joyful, while the brand 
image was that it is for the everyday people. The respondents could relate to the commercials 
but did in this sense not build any strong relationship due to exaggeration in the storylines. The 
self-image that the consumers had when using IKEA products was that they do not feel 
anything special, but just as everyday people. What IKEA were analyzed to aim for were the 
feeling of joy, being inviting and belongingness. The overall picture of why IKEA might have 
failed on these facets could be because they are such a big part of people's everyday life with 
their products. This goes with what Kapferer (2012) says, that brand image is affected by 
previous contact with a brand. Therefore, consumers connect them more to their products than 
to the communicated brand identity. Already having a set brand association might make it hard 
for the consumers to reinterpret the message that IKEA want to send out through their 
commercials (Koll & Wallpach, 2014). 

As the most frequent attributes associated with Volvo Cars were Swedish, quality, safety, and 
a family car, it confirms what was stated by a key actor of Volvo Cars, namely that the vehicles 
are viewed as a safe option by consumers. The Chief Marketing Officer of Volvo Cars also 
mentioned that the company was trying to rebrand to more of a premium brand, along with the 
safety aspect (Handley, 2018). However, from the analysis of the interviews the researchers 
could conclude that the company has not yet succeeded with the rebranding, as only two 
respondents connected the brand with exclusiveness. This could also be looked at from the 
point of view that Volvo Cars have managed to create a sense of exclusiveness among some of 
their broad target group’s consumers, namely middle-class adults. That might be a reason to 
continue the rebranding strategy as the pace of which people adapt to changes might differ 
depending on previous individual experiences with the brand. The fact that not that many of 
the respondents perceive Volvo Cars as exclusive goes in line with what Kapferer (2012) stated 
about that consumers’ brand image are usually affected by early encounters with companies. 
As most of the respondents connected the brand with safety, it further concludes Kapferer’s 
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claims that previous experiences influence the perception of a brand (Kapferer, 2012). As 
Volvo Cars have been a major influencer in the Swedish automotive industry with a heritage 
of innovating in the area safety solutions, this might still influence the way in which consumers 
view the brand (Volvo Cars n.d-a). Furthermore, since their strategy of focusing on becoming 
more of a premium option on the market is relatively new, the fact that most of the respondents 
did not relate the brand to exclusiveness could be because they have not been exposed enough 
with a consistent message that Volvo Cars are exclusive yet. For the rebranding strategy to be 
successful, it is necessary to connect the core values of the company with values and emotions 
(Martinus & Chaniago, 2017).  

In Volvo Cars’ case, connecting the values of safety, sustainability and Swedish heritage with 
the emotions of exclusiveness and pride would be ideal for them to succeed. As one of the 
respondents who associated Volvo Cars with exclusiveness stated that one of the reasons for it 
was that Zlatan Ibrahimović was in the commercial. They associated Zlatan Ibrahimović with 
premium cost, pride and exclusiveness. Having Zlatan Ibrahimović in the commercial could 
also have helped the consumers to recall that specific commercial as brand awareness is 
correlated to the consumers memory, which could be triggered by specific cues (Wang &Yang, 
2010). Hence, Volvo Cars strategy of including Swedish celebrities in their stories could be a 
smart strategy when rebranding as it could create brand awareness and having people recognize 
and recollect the commercial easier, but also to close eventual gaps between the brand identity 
and the brand image of consumers. 

IKEA have managed to create a brand identity that is overall coherent with the brand image 
through storytelling in their commercials by showing relatable everyday life scenarios and 
situations. Consumers look at the brand as open and inclusive, which is aiming towards 
everyday people. All respondents in the interviews had either used or owned IKEA products, 
and see them as given elements in their homes and everyday lives. This overall positive brand 
image could be explained by what Roy and Banerjee (2014) discuss about frequent buyers or 
consumers within one brand have higher positive attributes towards the brand. This is aligned 
with the IKEA vision “to create a better everyday life for the many people” (IKEA, n.d-b). One 
reason why IKEA manage to create relatable content by using storytelling is because they know 
who their target consumers are and are making the commercials with focus on the consumers’ 
stories, rather than having a focus on the products. The success in reaching out to consumers 
is not a lucky accident, but rather a result of a clear branding strategy over time. IKEA have 
visited people’s homes in order to better understand their consumers (Yohn, 2015), and set a 
main theme connected to their core values in all their commercials which they have followed 
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for several years (Thambert, 2016). This strategy is in line with the research of Fog et al. (2005), 
that having a clear story closely connected with the brand values is crucial to avoid gaps 
between brand identity and brand image (Fog e al., 2005).  

Even though IKEA manage to make storytelling relatable for consumers, the researchers found 
some gaps between the analyzed brand identity and the brand image of consumers. The gaps 
were related to the physique, relationship and self-image facets of the Brand Identity Prism 
(Kapferer, 2012). When being asked if they recalled any previous commercials from IKEA, 
almost no one could refer to one. This might be because the commercials are so relatable and 
illustrate everyday life, which is also the aspect of IKEA’s commercials that make them 
successful. When closing the gaps for these specific facets, IKEA could think more about how 
to make people recall it easier, and therefore creating more of a relationship and preferred self-
image with the consumers. Like Wang and Yang (2010) and Dew and Kwon (2009) talk about, 
to be able to recall a certain brand from memory, IKEA should be focused on finding a thread 
to use in every commercial series which is easier to recall for consumers. Even though they 
have the line “Där Livet Händer” at the end of each commercial, having something in focus 
consistently through their commercials could be more effective. This to make it easier to 
connect them to each other and directly from memory. This could be possible with celebrities 
as the actors in everyday situations to humanize them. It could possibly also be by having 
similar storylines in all commercials that makes them more tied together.  
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6 Conclusions 
The purpose of this thesis was to examine brand identity through storytelling in marketing. 
This was exemplified by Swedish product-oriented companies. More specific, to investigate 
the coherence with consumers’ brand image and existing gaps. One main conclusion of this 
thesis is that storytelling could be a successful strategy for marketing in several industries, if it 
is closely connected with the companies’ core values (as showed in table 5.3).  

In order to fulfil this purpose, this thesis have answered the following research questions: 

RQ1: How are Swedish product-oriented companies portraying their brand identity through 

storytelling in televised commercials? 

Both Volvo Cars and IKEA portray their brand identity through storytelling by connecting the 
story in the televised commercials to their respective core values. Volvo Cars aim to create a 
safe, sustainable and exclusive brand identity through their televised commercials by linking 
thoughtful messages with the Swedish heritage, landscapes and celebrities. Whereas IKEA 
want to show an inclusive and inviting brand identity aiming towards everyday people by using 
openness and everyday situations with diverse people throughout their televised commercials. 

RQ2: How coherent are consumers’ brand image with the analyzed brand identity of the 

companies in the study (the Swedish product-oriented companies)? 

The overall brand image of the consumers was aligned with the brand identity of the analyzed 
Swedish product-oriented companies to some extent. The gaps did not occur within the same 
facets for the companies, hence no general conclusion for Swedish product-oriented companies 
could be done. The facets where Volvo Cars were aligned with their consumers it was 
concluded that it was linked to their background, heritage and values. Whereas they failed in 
the facets where Volvo Cars aimed for interpretation of the message and the consumers linked 
it to the product and outer visual layers rather than to emotions and values. IKEA succeeded 
with their alignment when it came to where the brand targeted everyday people, and what the 
brand wants to fulfil with relatable content. The gaps on the other hand occurred due to the 
large extent of previous contact which consumers have with the brand in their everyday life 
and life settings.  

RQ3: In what way(s) can storytelling in televised commercials develop and reduce the gaps 

between brand identity and the perceived brand image? 

It was concluded that storytelling in televised commercials can develop gaps between the brand 
identity and brand image, if no clear brand persona is set and there is no connection to the 
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company's core values. If the message is unclear and does not go in line with the brand a gap 
may arise. It could also occur because of already existing brand associations towards a brand 
if there is a change in the messaging. Reducing gaps can be done by having a clear brand 
persona and by following a consistent theme throughout the communication closely related to 
the brand’s core values. It can also be reduced by making it possible to connect the televised 
commercial to the brand by brand awareness and making them easier to recollect with certain 
tools such as using recognisable front figures in the storytelling.  
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7 Discussion  
This chapter will present a brief general discussion about the findings in the study together 
with how it is possible to move forward in research from what were found by the researchers. 
This section will also present implications that is discussed from the findings in this study. It 
will cover managerial implications and theoretical implications. This section will end with 
societal and ethical implications that can be discussed on the topic of this study. This chapter 
is not confirmed by neither this study or previous conducted research and cover aspects that 
did not end up in the body of this research. 

7.1 General Discussion  
Based on the empirical findings in this thesis, the researchers suggest that product-oriented 
companies should implement and develop storytelling when communicating with their 
consumers, as the brand identity and brand image in general were aligned for the analyzed 
companies. As no general conclusion of where in the communication eventual gaps occurred 
for the companies of the different industries, the researchers’ advice would be to use 
storytelling which is closely aligned with each brand’s specific core values. 

Using Kapferer’s (2012) Brand Identity Prism when analyzing the coherence between brand 
identity and brand image gave a framework for the researchers to enable comparison and 
conclusions.  

7.2 Future Research and Limitations 
The aim of this thesis was to investigate how Swedish product-oriented companies portrayed 
their brand identity through storytelling and how coherent it was with consumers brand image. 
Even though the results found are valuable, several limitations have led to some research gaps 
for future research to fill.  

Since this study was done in a qualitative manner, and therefore not generalizable, a 
quantitative study with a larger sample would benefit the findings by making it more applicable 
in further studies. To have a more specific sample group or groups would also give a greater 
understanding if different consumer segments differ in their opinions. This study was also 
limited to only showing one commercial from each brand to each respondent. To show all 
chosen commercials for all respondents would make them answer on more equal grounds and 
with greater insight in the analyzed material.  

The analyzed brands were chosen based on the Swedish market only and since they both are 
actors on a global market, future research could be conducted on the same topic but in other 
countries. It would be interesting to compare the brands’ communication in other countries to 
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investigate if those consumers are less or more susceptible to the message than the Swedish 
consumers.  

This thesis also ended up with only focusing on two companies in the area of Swedish product-
oriented companies, which open for further research within the same area. By including more 
brands of different sizes for example, it would make the results more generalizable for Swedish 
product-oriented companies. Furthermore, it could be interesting for future research to analyze 
several brands within the same industry (e.g. car industry, furniture industry) for the research 
to be more generalizable and applicable for companies within the same industries. 

This thesis only used the analyzed brand identity by the researchers, accompanied with some 
secondary data in form of published interviews with top management. In future research, the 
inclusion of management of the brands may bring valuable insight. By adding their view and 
perspectives of their specific aim in communication might bring added value to the analysis of 
the specific companies.  

7.3 Managerial Implications  
As previous research has concluded, if done correctly storytelling could increase the value of 
and strengthen the brand and its products (e.g. Herskovitz & Malcolm, 2010; Lundqvist et al., 
2012). This thesis has contributed to managerial solutions by showing the coherence between 
the brand identity and brand image for Swedish product-oriented companies who use 
storytelling as a branding strategy. The researchers found that it is important to use storytelling 
in a consistent way and that it should be closely related to the brand’s core values for the 
communication to be successful. 

Managerial and practical implications for Volvo Cars and their storytelling would be for them 
to continue with their rebranding strategy and try to implement an exclusive brand persona, 
without losing their Swedish heritage and safety focus. As the rebranding strategy is quite new, 
the researchers believe that the gaps could be reduced by continuing with their consistency, as 
some of the respondents in this study already were associating Volvo Cars with exclusivity. 

For IKEA, a way to close the existing gaps between their brand identity and brand image could 
be to include known front figures in similar ways as they have showed everyday people in their 
televised commercials. almost nobody of the respondents could name a previous commercial 
from IKEA, whereas several could name commercials from Volvo Cars. As the commercials 
recollected from Volvo Cars included celebrities, it could be advantageous for IKEA to use 
celebrities in some commercials as well. 
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7.4 Theoretical Implications  
This study had a large focus on theory concerning storytelling (Herskovitz & Malcolm, 2010), 
aligning brand identity and brand image (Fog et al., 2005), how companies brand identity can 
be analyzed by the Brand Identity Prism (Kapferer, 2012) and the consumers brand image 
(Kapferer, 2012). By connecting these theories together, which was found not have been done 
previously, this study has contributed to research by tying several theories together, making it 
applicable in fields of marketing research. Research on aligning brand identity and brand image 
has been done to a larger extent like Ross and Harradine (2011) and Roy and Banerjee (2014) 
than on storytelling in commercials such as Herskovitz and Malcolm (2010) and Lundqvist et 
al. (2012). Theoretical application could be done to connect these fields of research, that today 
is not investigated to a large extent.  

This research could be a stepping stone to develop a clear model from the Brand Identity Prism 
by Kapferer (2012), that is applicable to both the brand identity and brand image in the use of 
comparison between both when it comes to communication done through televised 
commercials.   

7.5 Societal and Ethical Implications  
With advertisement and commercials being aired on television they will reach a large crowd 
and especially if they are distributed online. When doing commercials with storytelling the aim 
is to make them relatable or enjoyable for the viewer, by triggering emotions of the viewers. 
When doing them relatable for the consumers it may cause some societal and ethical questions.  

To start with, who are the commercials aimed towards? If they are aimed for consumers that 
are easily affected by commercials it might cause some issues. For example, if the commercials 
are targeting children, who tend to be easily persuaded, it becomes an ethical question (Watson, 
2014).  

Having an unethical front figure in commercials may be concerning, as it might convince 
consumers who are exposed to follow what that front figure does, either in the commercial but 
also in real life. If the story is built on something that is neither socially nor ethically accepted 
but has a strong front figure it may cause consumers to think it is fine to do the same as the 
front figure. The same if the front figure ends up in a controversial situation in real life, where 
consumers might look up to the person and at the same time connect them to a certain brand, 
making unethical actions socially acceptable in society.  

Commercials may also have positive effects on the society. Commercials can be used to battle 
societal or ethical questions on a larger platform that reaches a large crowd. This for example, 
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can be seen from Nike that has battled societal issues such as race, women's rights, equality 
and equal rights no matter the demographics in some of their commercials (Draper, Creswell 
& Maheshwari, 2018).  

Miller (2016) states that as emotional ads, such as storytelling, create a deeper and more 
emotional impression and connection to brands, marketers are currently developing methods 
to create more emotions among the viewers. Some of the methods includes facial coding, eye 
tracking and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) when exposing people to content (Miller, 
2016). As these methods develop and becoming used in more frequently, the question of how 
ethical they are could be enlightened. Where goes the line between ethical correct emotional 
ads and manipulating the audience by playing on implicit cues in the ads to make people buy 
the brand’s products? A way to protect the integrity of consumers is to regulate the advertising 
market. In Sweden, there are several instances and organizations who work to protect 
consumers rights and to prevent unfair use of market communication (E.g. MFL 2008:486; 
Reklamombudsmannen, n.d).  
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Appendix A 

Commercial Summary  

 

Volvo Cars 

Zlatan - made by Sweden (2014-01-25)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbvdzQ7uVPc  

Robyn - Made by Sweden (2014-05-02)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqUvhLNgqsA  

Vintersaga (2015-01-17)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KquHpO2VWI&t=61s   

Made by People (2016-01-21) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOzw2l1UmDc&index=7&list=PLt18QcNOm5xptQ22lDw8YgI
FBertRfG4U  

Made by Sweden. “Prologue” feat Zlatan Ibrahimovic (2016-06-03)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9BfzFZl4_E  

The Get Away Car (2017-01-26)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcF9NMhN2AQ  
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Omtanke - Volvo Cars (2017-03-31)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NqX6bAgTVvU&list=PLt18QcNOm5xpqhtd5qAZihzQ-
1IOebR-N  

Moments (2017-06-08)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRuzAEbkGMg  

Designad för generationer (2018-02-21) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTV4FhxF0As  

Alla Äventyr Räknas (2019-01-25) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIGi7pfKQrQ  

IKEA 

Allt för ditt julstök (2014-11-05) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JH7tWqw8qD8  

Hög tid att fira (2015-04-08) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jlbWNSg3kQg  

Leva utan dörr (2015-12-01) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PDPMNkQDFzA  

Laga mat med barnen (2016-02-02) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhSIM51G_A8  

Grannar Tillsammans (2016-04-04) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTZxrKti9Uo  

Varannan Vecka (2016-09-04) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6OzlgXY1BY&list=PLGYqNGz1pfDp9kt-
cZ1Wl9e7LSoFo6ruJ&index=28  

Vardag (2017-08-01) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Me4Aa2bkJA  

Möte i natten (2018-08-13) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWGRhL3SiyM  
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IKEA - Idolen (2018-08-19) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tg7R0Uht1EM  

IKEA - Lilla magikern (2018-11-04) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iG6RVXESM9A  
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Appendix B 

Introduction/Previous experience    

Vad heter du?  
Vilket år är du född?   
Har du någonsin ägt/använt en Volvo/IKEA produkt?   
Äger du någon av deras produkter idag?   
Har du sett någon av deras senare reklamfilmer?  
 
Physique  

Vad tänker du på om jag säger Volvo Cars/IKEA?   
Vad skulle du säga Volvo Cars/IKEA vill visa i sina reklamfilmer? Vilka fysiska aspekter?  
 
Personality   

Skulle du säga att Volvo Cars/IKEA har en viss personlighet?  
Hur tycker du Volvo Cars/IKEA talar till sina kunder?   
På vilket sätt tycker du Volvo Cars/IKEA förmedlar detta?  
 
Relationship   

Tycker du företaget gör reklamfilmer igenkänningsbar/relaterbar?  
Om ja, på vilket sätt tycker du företaget gör detta?  
 
Culture   

Hur tror du Volvo Cars/IKEA ses av andra konsumenter? Varför tror du det?  
Vad tycker du gör Volvo Cars/IKEA unika?  
 
Reflection   

I vilket/vilka sammanhang skulle du använda deras produkter?  
Hur uppfattar du någon som använder deras produkter?  
Hur skulle du beskriva den typiska konsumenten för Volvo Cars/IKEA 
 
Self-image   

Hur ser du dig själv om du skulle använda deras produkter?  
Vad får dig att känna så?  
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Appendix C 

Content analysis Volvo Cars 
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Content Analysis IKEA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


